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To Gran and M amie
A B ST R A C T
T he work described in th is thesis was conducted a t the Kelvin Laboratory , 
U niversity of Glasgow and a t the In s titu t F u r K ernphysik der U niversitat M ainz, 
betw een O ctober 1982 and January  1986.
P resen ted  in this thesis are new results on the photodisin tegration  of the  
deuteron  in the  photon  energy range 80 - 135 MeV, the in term ediate energy 
range, using tagged  b rem sstrahlung photons. This thesis also describes the de­
sign and construction details of the tagged photon  spectrom eter employed for 
the  above m easurem ents. The tagged photon spectrom eter was specifically de­
signed for the 180 MeV electron racetrack m icrotron a t the In s titu t F u r K ern­
physik der U niversitat M ainz, M AM I - A. The system  was designed to enable 
b rem sstrah lung  photons in the energy range 80 - 174 MeV to  be tagged a t fluxes 
of up to 5 x 107 s _1.
Using the  tagged  photon spectrom eter the differential cross section for the 
reaction D (^ ,p )n  was m easured for the photon energies in the range 80 - 135 
MeV, and for the angular range 6p =  50° - 130° the center of m ass p ro ton  em ission 
angle. R esults are presented for the selected photon energies of 87,95,104,113,122 
and  128 M eV for the com plete angular range. M easurem ents were perform ed 
sim ultaneously, for the  quoted energy and angular ranges. The cross section 
inform ation was then  extracted  using a purpose w ritten  d a ta  analysis program , 
w hich used tim e correlations and kinem atic constrain ts to  identify deuteron type 
events.
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Com parisons were m ade between several well known theoretical descriptions 
of deuteron  photodisin tegration  and the presented data . The m agnitude of the 
errors assigned to the m easurem ents prevented any reliable indication in favour 
of one approach over another. However, the possibilities of a m easurem ent of the 
cross section to  an accuracy of b e tte r th an  5 % look very prom ising using th is 
appara tu s .
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C hapter 1 
P h oto  induced R eactions - 
M easurem ent Techniques
1.1  In tr o d u c tio n
This thesis describes the design and construction of a tagged photon spectrom e­
te r, which has been used in conjuction w ith the 180 MeV electron m icrotron at 
the  In s titu t F u r Kernphysik in M ainz, West Germany. The system  was designed 
to  perform  experim ents on photonuclear reactions in the interm ediate energy 
region, and  produces tagged photons at rates of up to 5 x 107s - 1  in the energy 
range 80 - 174 MeV. This thesis describes the first experim ent perform ed using 
the  tagged  spectrom eter, which was an investigation into the photodisin tegration 
of the  deuteron in the photon energy range 80 - 135 MeV.
In the following sections of this chapter the m otivation for using tagged  
sources will be discussed, and several m ethods of tagging  photons exam ined.
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1.1 .1  P h o to d isin teg ra tio n  E xp erim en ts - G eneral
The electrom agnetic interaction has several a ttractive features as a m eans of in­
vestigating nuclear properties. Since the interaction is weak when com pared to 
the strong interaction, the presence of an electrom agnetic field does not strongly 
p e rtu rb  the nuclear system  under investigation, and the electrom agnetic probe 
can, either in the form of real or v irtual photons, penetra te  deep into the inte­
rior of a nuclear system . However, for m any years there have been difficulties 
associated w ith the production of real photon fluxes which have prevented exper­
im entalists realising the full poten tial of the electrom agnetic probe. In particu lar 
it has proved difficult to obtain  real photon fluxes of known energy, to  enable the 
identification of reaction channels, known m agnitude to  simplify norm alisation 
procedures, and sufficient intensity to  enable reactions w ith small cross sections 
to  be exam ined in a reasonable timescale.
One commonly used m ethod for the production of high energy real photon 
fluxes is th a t of electron brem sstrahlung. B rem sstrahlung is produced when an 
electron is scattered  on a nuclear charge, and the resulting loss of energy by the 
electron is transform ed into a photon. The photon energy is given by
E ^ E 0 -  E ' (1.1)
where E 0 is the  incident electron energy and E ' is the scattered  electron 
energy. However the photon spectrum  produced from  electron brem sstrahlung 
is continuous, w ith  photon energies ranging downwards from  E 0 (the end point 
energy) to  lower energies. To obtain  photons of known incident energy from this
type of spectrum , a subtraction  or unfolding technique[l][2 ] is used. Here the 
sam e experim ent is perform ed for several different, bu t closely spaced end point 
energies. If two brem sstrahlung spectra are superim posed on each o ther, one 
from  an end point energy of E and the second from  an end point of E  — A E  
, sub traction  of these spectra produces a photon spectrum  peaked w ithin the 
range E to E  — A E . If the reaction product spectra  are sim ilarly sub tracted , it 
can be inferred th a t the resulting spectra was produced by photons in the defined 
energy range.
It is obvious th a t this m ethod is very tim e consuming. The experim ent is 
perform ed several times, yet only a fraction of the d a ta  is useful. In addition the 
m agnitude of the photon flux, required to norm alise the resu ltan t cross section, 
is calculated from  the calculated shape[3] of the brem sstrahlung spectrum  at the 
end point energy, where the spectrum  is varying m ost rapidly. This results in the 
estim ated  m agnitude of the photon flux being subject to  large system atic errors.
In an a ttem p t to  circum vent this problem , several very specific experim ents 
have used specialised techniques (which did not rely on a precise knowledge of 
the photon  flux) to m easure absolute photo cross sections. One of the m ost ele­
gant was the experim ent of Hughes[4] et a 1. H ughes’ experim ent was an absolute 
m easurem ent of the differential cross section of the deuteron in the interm edi­
a te energy range, a t the angle of 0° for the outgoing protons. Unlike previous 
experim ents, although Hughes m ade use of a brem sstrahlung photon beam , the 
m easurem ent was independent of the shape of the brem sstrahlung spectrum . 
This was achieved by the sim ultaneous m easurem ent of the deuteron photo­
disin tegration cross section and the known cross section for Com pton scattering,
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which produces recoil electrons, a t the same forward angle. Since the Com p­
ton  effect cross section is well known, by taking the ratio  of the two m easured 
quantities the photodisintegration cross section could be deduced. A lthough the 
experim ental difficulties of m easurem ents a t 0 ° are many, the experim ental re­
sults quote a 6  % accuracy for the m easurem ent. Clearly the reason for the 
quality of the experim ental results is th a t the m easurem ent is independent of 
any knowledge of the shape or m agnitude of the brem sstrahlung spectrum .
We can see th a t to  make photodisintegration experim ents m ore accurate, eval­
uation  of the photon energy and flux m ust not be dependent upon the calculation 
of the m agnitude or shape of the brem sstrahlung spectrum . This independence 
m ay be achieved in two ways; as in the experim ent by Hughes by com paring a 
known cross section to  th a t of the desired cross section, or alternatively we can 
a ttem p t to m easure the photon flux directly. It was to resolve this problem  of 
the  determ ination  of the photon energy and photon flux, th a t the technique of 
photon  tagging  was first investigated.
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1.2 T agged  P h o to n  T ech n iq u es
P hoton  tagging  is a technique which can be used to produce quasi-m onochrom atic 
photons. This is achieved by the detection of a secondary product, from  the pro­
cess in which the photon originated. The detector used for this purpose is called 
the  tagging detector. The energy of a single photon can be determ ined by m ea­
suring the energy or angle of the secondary product in the tagging detector. If 
the  secondary product is also coincident w ith a product from  the ta rge t in ter­
cepting the photon flux, then if random  coincidences are discounted, it can be 
inferred th a t the reaction product was produced by the original single photon.
If the num ber of events in the tagging detector is counted, the corresponding 
num ber of incident photons on the target should be known. However, not all 
photons produced may be incident on the target due to collim ation of the photon 
beam . It is therefore im portan t th a t the probability, th a t an event detected in 
the  tagging  detector can be associated w ith a photon incident on the ta rge t, is 
known accurately, since then the m agnitude of the incident photon flux would 
be known. This factor is called the tagging efficiency and should optim ally be as 
close to  1 as possible.
In m ost cases the tagging efficiency of a system  can be m easured. For exam ple 
by using a photon detector of a known efficiency placed directly in the photon 
beam , the efficiency can be evaluated by recording the count rates in the tagging 
detector, photon detector and the coincidence ra te  between the two. To provide 
a m easure of the background rates the m easurem ent is also carried out in the 
absence of the photon beam .
The tagging  efficiency is then  given by
E Lm -  (fm/ t b)Lb ( L 2 )
w here I m is the ra te  of coincidences between the photon detector and the 
tagging  detector, L m and Lb are the rates of the tagging  detector for the m ea­
surem ent and the background respectively, tm and tj, being the live tim e for the 
m easurem ent and background da ta  respectively.
The useful flux of the tagged photon beam  produced is restric ted  by the num ­
ber of random  coincidences and by the permissible counting ra te  of the tagging  
detector. There are two distinct sources of random  coincidences. Firstly, coinci­
dences where two events are detected w ithin the coincidence resolving tim e of the 
system . Such events have to be rejected as they result in am biguity in the photon 
energy. Secondly, confidences where the particle detector event is produced by a 
photon  outside the energy range covered by the tagging  detector, thus giving a 
com pletely spurious photon energy. Such events may be able to  be rejected on 
kinem atic grounds.
The perform ance of a tagging  system  can be assessed in term s of the m ag­
n itude of the tagged  photon flux, the tagging efficiency and the relative real to 
random  rates. Indeed, the optim isation of these quantities is probably the m ost 
im portan t task  of designing a tagging facility. [5] [6 ] [7]
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In recent tim es three m ain tagging techniques have been used[8 ][9 ];
• Laser backscattering
• In-flight positron annihilation
• Tagged brem sstrahlung.
In the  following sections the advantages and disadvantages of the  various 
m ethods will be discussed and their perform ance characteristics exam ined.
1.2 .1  Laser B ack sca tter in g
T he basis of this m ethod, is relativistic Com pton scattering . A photon  pro ­
duced from  a relatively low energy laser, can acquire energy by being involved 
in large angle C om pton scattering. W hen a laser beam  is d irected onto an u ltra- 
relativ istic electron beam  a t a shallow angle, photons which emerge in the  direc­
tion  of th e  electron beam  have been backscattered, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
SCATTERED ELECTRON
R E S ID U A L  ELECTRON BEAM
L A S E R  BEAM
ELECTRON BEAM
PHOTON BEAM
MAGNETIC F IE L D
Figure 1.1 Schem atic representation of laser backscattering technique.
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The residual electron beam  and the Com pton electrons are m agnetically de­
flected from  the beam  path , so th a t only the high energy backscattered photons 
are incident on the photonuclear target.
The Com pton electrons are then m om entum  analysed. A good approxim ation[1 0 ] 
for the energy of a backscattered photon, E 1, is given by
4 7 2JE?i
E 1 k & L  + 0 V  + ! t1-3)
where © is the angle the photon emerges a t w ith respect to the electron 
direction, E l is the energy of the laser beam , and 7  is given by
1 = A  (1-4)
where E 0 is the prim ary beam  energy, c is the speed of light and m e is the 
rest mass of the electron. From an exam ination of these equations we can see 
th a t E 0 m ust be very large indeed, if photons in the in term ediate energy range 
are to  be produced. In fact an electron beam  of several GeV is required.
The equation also indicates th a t good energy resolution is possible, if col- 
lim ation of the photon beam  minimises <50 the angular acceptance and if the 
energy and angular spread of the electron beam  is small. However, this reduces 
the tagged  flux.
Alternatively, the energy inform ation can be obtained from the scattered  
electron energy, E ' , since
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E^ — Eo — E ' (1.5)
This approach provides a m oderate photon energy resolution, b u t results in 
larger tagged fluxes. The tagged flux is dependent on the electron beam  curren t, 
the  power of the laser and the collim ation needed.
Tagged photon beam s, produced using this m ethod, have up to now had the 
serious draw back of small tagged photon fluxes. However, a m ajor advantage of 
the  laser backscattering technique is th a t a polarised laser beam  m ay be employed 
as the initial photon source, and since the initial polarisation is preserved in the 
scattering  process, in practice 75 - 100 % linear polarisation can be obtained.
Exam ples of this kind of facility are found in use a t Frascati[ll][12][13] and 
Brookhaven[l4]. Presently at Frascati, the Adone storage ring is used to  provide 
a high duty  factor electron beam . The laser used is a high powered Ar - Ion 
laser. Using a 1.5 GeV beam , photon energies of 78.5 MeV are possible w ith a 
tagged  photon flux of 2  x 1 0 5s_1, an energy resolution of 8  % and a polarisation 
of 1 0 0  % .
1.2 .2  P ositron  A nn ih ilation
This m ethod of producing tagged photons, a technique used at Saclay, uses the 
gam m a rays em itted  from electron positron annihilation. If the annihilation 
occurs when the electron positron pair is a t rest, two 511 keV gam m a rays would 
be produced, a to ta l energy equal to th a t of the rest energies of the constituents. 
However, more energy can be introduced into the reaction if the annihilation
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takes place in-flight using highly relativistic positrons. In this case, the resu ltan t 
photons are Doppler shifted in energy, one to  a higher energy and  one to  a lower 
energy. This is shown schem atically in Fig. 1 .2 .
SOFT GAMMA RAT
P O S IT R O N  BEAM
HARD GAMMA RAT
TARGET
Figure 1 . 2  Schem atic representation  of in-flight positron ann ih lation  tagging  
technique
The gam m a ray energy, of the  hard  or higher energy photon  is given by [1 0 ]
2  m e2 , .
= E + -    ( 1 .6 )
2 {' I l o w )
w here E + is the positron  energy, and $2(7 Lnw) is the emisson angle of the soft
or low energy photon. T he high energy photons of in terest are em itted  a t forw ard
angles, and in coincidence w ith the lower energy photons. It is the  lower energy 
photon  which is used as the  tagging  mechanism.
The positrons are produced by allowing a high energy electron beam  to be
incident on a converter of high Z. However the efficiency of the positron produc­
tion is low; the reduction in the beam  is around 1 0 -4 . The positron beam  is then 
incident on an annihilation target to produce the coincident photon pairs. The 
high energy photons are then collim ated before interacting in the target.
This technique presents several difficulties to  the experim entalist. Photons 
from  the annihilation process are accompanied by brem sstrahlung photons from 
the  annihilation target. It is therefore necessary to take careful m easures to 
suppress the large brem sstrahlung background while keeping a large proportion 
of the annihilation photons. Count rates of tagged photons on the photonuclear 
ta rg e t are also restricted  by the instantaneous count rates possible in the low 
energy gam m a ray detector. The resu ltan t tagged photon flux can be as low 
as 104 s _ 1  when a conventional pulsed electron beam  accelerator is used. The 
situa tion  however would be greatly improved if a high duty factor accelerator 
were to be employed. One m ajor disadvantage of photon beam s produced by 
th is m ethod is th a t no polarisation can be im parted  to  the photons.
1.2.3 Tagged B rem sstrah lu ng
Using this technique, detection of scattered electrons in the brem sstrahlung pro­
cess is used to  provide an experim ental signal to tag individual photons. W hen 
a high energy electron beam  is incident upon a th in  rad ia to r, the high energy 
brem sstrah lung photons are em itted predom inately in the prim ary beam  direc­
tion. The incident electron beam  and the brem sstrahlung scattered electrons are 
then  passed through a m agnet system, which separates the electrons from the 
photon  beam  direction. The brem sstrahlung scattered  electrons are m om entum
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analysed by the m agnet system  or spectrom eter, and detected on the  focal plane 
of the spectrom eter m agnet. This allows both  tim ing and energy inform ation on 
the  photon to  be obtained. A schem atic diagram  of the process is shown in Fig.
1.3.




MAGNETIC F I E L D
Figure 1.3 Schem atic representation  of electron brem sstrahlung tagging  tech­
nique.
T he energy of the  brem sstrah lung  photon, is given by
E 1 = E 0 -  E e (1.7)
where E 0 is the prim ary  beam  energy, and E e the detected electron energy. 
In the design of such a spectrom eter, bo th  the acceptance of a large range of 
electron energies and the provision of a reasonable energy resolution are essential. 
Furtherm ore, detection of the polarisation of the tagged photon beam  is possible 
w ith careful design of the spectrom eter magnets. To provide the polarisation
inform ation on the tagged photons, it has been shown[l5] th a t the spectrom eter 
m agnets m ust be capable of determ ining the angle at which the scattered  electron 
emerges from  the brem sstrahlung rad ia tor. Using this technique the degree of 
linear polarisation can be as much as 60 % .
To m ake best use of the tagged photon technique either a continuous electron 
beam  or a beam  w ith a high duty factor is desirable. O therwise the ratio  of 
the  real to random  rates of the detected events will be poor. Additionally, if 
the beam  is pulsed, then the resu ltan t tagged count ra te  will be more seriously 
restric ted  by the instantaneous count rate  possible in the focal plane detectors.
The brem sstrahlung rad ia to r used is also im portan t. This is necessarily th in  
(«  1 CT5 rad ia tion  lengths) to reduce focal plane background due m ainly to  Moller 
scattering  and m ultiple scattering of electrons in the rad ia tor. A th in  rad ia to r 
also minimises angular spreading of the brem sstrahlung photons and scattered  
electrons, which is im portan t if the system  is to produce an acceptable value of 
the  tagging efficiency.
Tagging brem sstrahlung photons is the m ost widely applied of the three m eth ­
ods, of obtaining tagged photons. There are several examples of such facili­
ties which have been used in recent years, such as the system s a t B onn[16], 
Sendai[17] and Ilinois[l8 ]. The tagging system  at Sendai has been able to pro­
duce a tagged photon beam  of 3 x 106 s _1, w ith a tagging efficiency of 50 % a t an 
energy resolution of 3  %. This was achieved using a beam  stretcher to  produce 
a high duty  factor beam  from a pulsed linear accelerator. The characteristics of 
the  Bonn tagging system , which used the 500 MeV synchrotron a t th a t facility 
are som ew hat different. Here the tagging efficiency is 98 % over a wide range
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of photon energies w ith an energy resolution of 2  % . However, the tagged 
photon  flux is only 2  x 105 s _1. The duty cycle of the Bonn synchroton is 0.03, 
which accounts for the low tagged flux.
1.2 .4  C om parison of Tagging Techniques
The principles of the three tagging  techniques described have been known for 
m any years. However, it was only w ith the advent of DC accelerators such 
as storage rings or m icrotrons th a t photon tagging  has becam e an im portan t 
m eans of producing well defined photon fluxes. Since the fraction of random  
events in a tagging  m easurem ent is proportional to the instantaneous electron 
current, a facility based on a DC machine will always provide be tte r d a ta  then 
one dependent on a pulsed machine having the same average current.
The benefits of using a continuous wave beam  or a high duty  factor beam , 
can be utilised by each of the m ethods, to improve the m agnitude of the tagged 
photon  flux, reduce beam  related background and hence reduce random  coinci­
dence events. However, it is tagged brem sstrahlung which is inherently the m ost 
a ttrac tive  option. It employs well proven technology and m atches or can improve 
upon the perform ance characteristics of the other two m ethods. In particu lar, 
as will be dem onstrated  in this thesis, the tagged brem sstrahlung facilities can 
produce a tagged flux 1 0  - 1 0 0  tim e larger than  the other m ethods considered. 
Additionally, partially  polarised beams are available a t these larger fluxes.
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C hapter 2 
T he Tagged P hoton  
Spectrom eter
2 .1  In tr o d u ctio n
The Tagged Photon Spectrom eter, shown in Fig. 2.1, is situa ted  in the m agnet 
hall of the accelerator complex a t the Institu te  Fur K ernphysik in M ainz, and oc­
cupies a position in the beam  line of MAMI-A the 180 MeV racetrack m icrotron. 
In following sections of this chapter the racetrack m icrotron and tagging  spec­
trom eter will be described. The description of the spectrom eter is divided into 
two sections, one on the spectrom eter m agnet system  and one on the focal plane 
detector which acts as the tagging  detector of the system. Finally, the charac­
teristics of the tagged photon beam  produced from  the com bination of m icrotron 
and spectrom eter are presented.
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Figure 2 . 1  A p lan view of the M ainz m icrotron tagged  photon  spectrom eter, 
showing the focal plane position, and the four m ain beam  trajectories th rough  
the  system .
2.2  T h e  R a cetra ck  M icro tro n
The general lay-out of a m icrotron is shown in Fig. 2.2. Conventional accelerators 
produce electron pulses which have a fine m icrostructure consisting of a series 
of sharp  peaks which are very close together(300pS). However, this o u tp u t can 
only be sustained for a very short time, typically a few /nS . The electron beam  
in a conventional accelerator is accelerated to hundreds of MeV in a very short 
distance, requiring a great deal of power which m ust be dissipated before the 
next electron pulse. M icrotrons accelerate electrons very gradually over a very 
long p a th  length. If this were performed on a linear accelerator the length of 
the  accelerator would be prohibitive. In the racetrack m icrotron, the inherent 
problem  of the length of a low power accelerator required for a reasonable energy 
gain, has been overcome by using strong end m agnets to fold the beam  into 
expanding loops, as shown in Fig. 2.2. As can be seen in Fig. 2.2 the expanding 
loops have a common side which is the accelerating section of the m icrotron. 
This need only be a low power linear accelerator, as shown in more detail in Fig.
2.3. M icrotrons can be operated w ith a duty cycle of 100 % and in addition have 
a very good energy resolution, a very good em ittance, and furtherm ore a high 
intensity  ou tpu t current is possible
The accelerator at the Institu t Fur Kernphysik in M ainz, which operates in 
continous wave (c.w.) mode[20], is a cascade of two racetrack m icrotrons w ith  a 
Van de Graaff as a pre-accelerator. The Van de Graaff pre-accelerator injects a 
beam  of some 2 MeV into the first racetrack m icrotron, the beam  being brought 
to an energy of 14 MeV in 20 orbits. This is then used to feed the second
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Figure 2.2 T he expanding loops of the  electron tra jec to ry  in a racetrack  m i­
crotron.
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Figure 2.3 A racetrack  m icrotron - general layout.
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m icrotron stage, which brings the beam  to an energy of 180 MeV in a fu rther 43 
orbits. A diagram  of the accelerator layout is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Each racetrack m icrotron consists of two 180° bending m agnets and a linear 
accelerator, the linear accelerator section of each m icrotron being fed by the  same 
50 kW  c.w. klystron. Semicircular paths are described by the electrons in the 
two end m agnets so th a t each orbit has the linear accelerator (linac) section in 
com m on, as shown. In each orbit the beam  gains 8E  in energy which increases the 
orb it p a th  length, by an integral num ber of r.f. pa th  lengths of the linac, so th a t 
the  beam  is kept in phase. The 30 KeV energy spread in the 180 MeV beam  of 
M AM I-A, is achieved by the good phase stability  of the m icrotron. If an electron 
gains m ore th an  8E  in energy, then it will describe a slightly larger sem icircular 
p a th  and will arrive later for the next linac traversal. This corresponds to  a lower 
energy gain, and conversely if the energy gained is less th an  6E , then a higher 
energy gain results.
Due to the large num ber of orbits needed to provide the 180 MeV beam , 
it is inevitable th a t some orbit corrections will be necessary. The behaviour of 
the  beam  in each orbit is detected, by chopping the ou tp u t beam  of the Van 
de Graff using an electrostatic deflector. This produces pulses of 12 nS fwhm in 
duration . These electron pulses can then be detected by beam  position m onitors, 
placed a t strategic sections along beam  path . From  the signals from  the beam  
m onitoring system , orbit corrections can be m ade by means of steering coils a t 
either end of each re tu rn  path . This optim isation of the beam  is com pleted 
au tom atically  by the com puting system, an HP 1000 m icrocom puter, or can be 
perform ed manually.
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Figure 2.4 P lan  view of the 180 MeV M ainz m icro tron , showing the  Van de 
G raff pre-accelerator and the first and second stage racetrack  m icrotrons.
The electron beam  produced from the racetrack m icrotron has excellent char­
acteristics, having an energy resolution of 30 keV in 180 MeV and an em ittance 
of 0.04?r m m .sr vertically and 0.097T m m .sr horizontally. This allows the produc­
tion  of an electron beam  of typically 1 m m  in diam eter a t the brem sstrah lung 
rad ia to r of the tagging spectrom eter. The m axim um  beam  curren t provided by 
the  system  is «  100 //A. However, for the purposes of tagged  photon spectrom ­
eter, beam  currents of 60 nA are sufficient to  provide a tagged  photon  ra te  of 
several x 107 per second.
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2 .3  T h e  M a g n etic  S p ec tro m eter
This section describes the magnetic spectrom eter of the tagging facility, and is 
shown in Fig. 2.1. The m agnet system which was designed[2l] a t the Kelvin 
Laboratory, Glasgow University, has two prim ary functions; firstly, to  collect 
and  analyse electrons scattered from the brem sstrahlung rad ia to r, and secondly, 
to  tran sp o rt the residual beam  away from the experim ental area. As can be 
seen the spectrom eter is of the quadrupole, dipole, dipole (QDD) type, w ith the 
o ther two dipoles in the system performing the beam  transpo rta tion  tasks. A 
QDD spectrom eter was chosen as it provides certain  desirable characteristics[22], 
needed to  produce a tagged photon beam , namely;
• A large m om entum  acceptance, such th a t pmax : pmtn =  2 : 1
• A large acceptance solid angle for the electrons w ithin the m om entum  range 
being analysed, to provide a large tagged photon flux.
• Good electron energy resolution, of around 10~3.
• A small spatial extent in the non-bend plane direction for electrons in the 
focal plane, to  aid electron detection.
• A sufficiently com pact system, to enable the ta rge t to be as close as possible 
to the rad ia to r, to reduce the photon beam  spot size.
• The use of two dipoles to facilitate the separation of the m ain beam  from  
the m om entum  analysed electrons.
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The brem sstrahlung rad ia tor is situated  0.2 m from the first m agnet the 
quadrupole Q Sl, which focuses the scattered electrons in the plane perpendicular 
to  the bend of the incident beam , before entry into the dipoles DS1 and DS2. This 
focusing in the non-bend plane direction, increases the solid angle acceptance of 
the  spectrom eter. In addition the inclusion of an entrance quadrupole in the 
system  aids the reduction of aberrations in the m agnet optics. The m agnetic 
spectrom eter system  is adjusted so th a t the incident electron beam , of energy 
E 0, only passes through DS1. The magnetic field of DS1 is set so th a t the second 
dipole DS2, analyses the brem sstrahlung recoil electrons in the energy bite from 
Emax to  Emin, where E max : Emin 2 . 1 .
Furtherm ore, for a given incident beam  energy E 0, the range of the spectrom ­
eter m ay be altered by changing the ratio  E 0 : E max. This then has the effect of 
changing the ou tpu t trajectory of the main beam  from DS1. Fig. 2.1 shows the 
four m ain beam  trajectories used, resulting from four different ratios of E 0 : E max. 
V ariations in the spectrom eter resolution are presented in Table 2.1, for an in­
cident beam  energy of 180 MeV and three of the energy ranges which can be 
selected by the spectrom eter. Another benefit of varying the value of E 0 : E max, 
is th a t a reasonable resolution can be m aintained in all the spectrom eter ranges. 
This can be illustrated  in the following way;
The lim iting value of the angular spread of the brem sstrahlung scattered  
electrons is given by the cone of half angle </>, where
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where M e is the rest energy of the electron, k and E being the photon and 
electron energies after the brem sstrahlung interaction. Calculations have shown 
[21],[23] th a t 95 % of the brem sstrahlung scattered electrons are found w ithin 
th is cone. If the ratio  E0/ E max is fixed at say 7.2 (the ratio  for trajectory  3), 
then  in order to obtain a tagged photon energy of 80 MeV, E 0 would have to be 
reduced to  92.9 MeV, giving a value for of 133 m rad. However a value of 9 
m rad  is obtained when E 0/ E max =  1.8 (the ratio  for trajectory  1) and E 0 =  180 
MeV are used. The resolution of the spectrom eter is dom inated by second order 
and higher order aberration coefficients, so th a t the resolution is proportional to  
4>2 and higher order term s. Obviously, for low photon energies, fixing the ratio  
E 0/ E max would result in the spectrom eter having poor resolution and a very 
low efficiency, since the angular spread of the brem sstrahlung electrons would 
be greater than  the designed maxim um  acceptance angle of the spectrom eter. A 
sum m ary of the energy ranges possible using the tagging spectrom eter are given 
in Table 2.2.
Trajectory E 0/ E max Emax Emin k ■/vrran 1c^max
1 1.8 100.0 50.00 80.0 130.00
2 3.6 50.0 25.00 130.0 155.00
3 7.2 25.0 12.50 155.0 167.50
4 14.4 12.5 6.25 167.5 173.75
Table 2.2 T agg in g  spectrom eter energy ranges for an incident electron energy 
of 180 MeV. (All energies in MeV)
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Table 2.2 shows th a t the system  can tag photons in the energy range 80 to 
173.5 MeV for an incident beam  energy of 180 MeV.
Having a variable main beam  exit trajectory from DS1, makes beam  handling 
m ore com plicated than  it would be for a spectrom eter w ith a fixed E 0 : E max. 
For this reason the m agnets DS3 and DS4 are incorporated in the system . They 
make it possible for the final main beam  to exit from the system  along a single 
tra jecto ry  irrespective of the settings in DS1 and DS2. This has enabled the 
spectrom eter to  be incorporated into the experim ental system  at M ainz, w ithout 
any m ajor alterations to the existing beam  line.
Since the characteristics of the electron beam  are minimally degraded when 
the  beam  leaves the spectrom eter, as shown in Table 2.3, it is also possible to 













1 3.6 0.11 3.3 0.14
2 4.4 0.05 3.6 0.06
3 3.4 0.07 2.9 0.16
4 2.1 1.11 4.6 0.17
Table 2.3 Param eters of the electron beam  after passing through the tagging  
system .
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In this mode of operation the brem sstrahlung rad ia tor is allowed to intercept 
only the outer fringes of the electron beam. The effective beam  current incident 
on the rad ia to r is of sufficient intensity to provide a reasonable tagging  flux of 
photons. However, most of the m ain beam  passes through the m agnet system  
and  exits from DS4 with the beam  properties unim pared. Therefore the same 
beam  can be used to run more than  one experim ent simultaneously.
Tests of the spectrom eter were made using a n a  - particle source s itua ted  a t 
the  rad ia to r position. This source was used to m easure the resolution and dis­
persion of the spectrom eter at two positions along the focal plane, corresponding 
to  the  central m om entum  trajectory and to the highest m om entum  trajectory  
analysed, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The source used was a 2 m m  diam eter 80 (jl Ci 
open 242C m  source, chosen due to its high specific activity. An unsealed source 
was used to ensure th a t energy broadening would not be significant and th a t 
the counting ra te  of several hundred counts per m inute could be achieved w ithin 
the  geometric constraints of the tests. The 242C m  isotope em its 2 a  particles of 
energies 6.113 MeV (74 % ) and 6.070 MeV (26 % ) separated in m om entum  by 
0.352 % and is ideal for enabling the spectrom eter dispersion to be m easured.
Circular collimators were employed to test m easurem ents a t half angles of 11 
and 35 m rad, corresponding to the opening angles for 75 and 37.5 MeV electrons 
from  an incident electron energy of 180 MeV. A collim ated silicon surface barrier 
detector was used to count the a  particles incident on the focal plane. B oth the 
detector and the collim ator were m ounted so th a t they could be moved in the 













11 Central 0.063 11.3 6.8
11 High 0.058 15.1 4.0
35 Central 0.072 11.6 —
35 High 0.102 15.0 4.4
Table 2.4 Results of a  - particle test measurem ents on the tagging spectrom ­
eter.
The results of these tests and comparisons w ith the calculations from  the 
beam  tran sp o rt code TURTLE[24] are shown in Figs. 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and Table 2.4. 
The TU RTLE com puter code uses Monte Carlo techniques to trace the paths of 
a random  sample of particles through a m agnet system. Table 2.4 shows the d a ta  
w ith  the effect of the finite slit widths unfolded from the m easured peak shapes. 
Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 show the results of scanning the focal plane horizontally w ith 
the  slit w idth at 0.5 mm. The peaks are well resolved for both  opening angles 
a t bo th  the central and high m om entum  trajectories. A com parsion w ith the 
TU RTLE calculation shows the measured peak position to be in agreem ent w ith 
the  com puter prediction. Fig. 2.7 shows the result of a vertical scan, w ith a slit 
of dimensions 1.2 mm vertical and 4mm horizontal. Again there is satisfactory 
agreem ent w ith the calculations. A detailed account of the spectrom eter and 
beam  handling magnets is presented by Kellie[2l].
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F igure 2.5 H orizontal distributions of a-particles from  a 242C m  source a t the 
object position m easured a t the central m om entum  position in the  focal p lane 
of th e  tagging  spectrom eter. The lines are the  results of calculations using the  
code TURTLE[24].
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Figure 2.6 H orizontal d istributions of a  -particles from  a 2A2C m  source a t the 
object position m easured a t the  high m om entum  position in the focal p lane of 
the  tagging  spectrom eter. The lines are the results of calculations using the  code 
TU RTLE[24j.
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Figure 2.7 Vertical distributions of a-particles from a 242C m  source a t the 
object position m easured a t the central m om entum  position in the focal plane 
of the  tagging spectrom eter. The lines are the results of calculations using the 
code TURTLE[24].
2 .4  T h e  F ocal P la n e  D e tec to r
2.4 .1  In troduction
T he focal plane detector of the tagging system is of prim e im portance. It is th is 
detector which is the tagging detector and is used to  m easure the m agnitude of 
the  tagged  photon flux, and determine the energies of individual photons. The 
design and development of a fast electron detector, for the focal plane of the 
tagging  spectrom eter, was based on the following perform ance specifications;
• Fast Timing: A resolution of 1.5 nS or better to minimise random  coinci­
dences w ith the particle detectors.
• Good Energy Resolution : An uncertainty of less than  1 MeV in the tagged  
photon energy.
• High Count R ate Capability : A rate of 100 MHz sum m ed over the focal 
plane was indicated, to produce a large tagged photon flux.
• Good Background Rejection : Since the focal plane detector m ust be oper­
ated  w ithin 1 m  of the m ain beam  line and the photon beam  collim ators.
• High Efficiency: W hen detecting high energy electrons.
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Situated  on the curved 1.3 m long focal plane of the QDD spectrom eter, the 
detector consists of 92 scintillators and accompanying photom ultipliers. Scat­
te red  electrons from the brem sstrahlung interaction, do not meet the curve of 
the  focal plane normally, bu t at an angle dependent on the distance along the fo­
cal plane. The variation of incident electron angle along the focal plane is shown 
in Fig. 2.8. However scintillators are positioned in such a way, th a t they are half 
overlapping w ith respect to the incoming brem sstrahlung scattered electrons, so 
th a t  each incident electron will pass through two adjacent scintillators, as shown 
in Fig. 2.9. The detector also contains its own purpose built electronics system , 
w hich digitises the tim ing and energy inform ation and presents it in a form  ac­
ceptable to the d a ta  collection system. There are three types of ou tpu t provided, 
92 single scintillator outputs, 91 overlap or coincidence channel ou tpu ts and 12 
O R ou tpu ts, one for each group of 8 coincidence channels. The single scintillator 
o u tpu ts  are used to facilitate the optim isation of the detector.
2.4 .2  D etec to r  and M echanical D eta ils
T he focal plane detector, stands in air ju st outside the 150 /j,m alum inium  exit 
window of the spectrom eter vacuum box. Scintillator segments of dim ensions 
2 x 17x60 m m  are optically coupled to 18 mm diam eter photom ultipliers by m eans 
of a tw isted segment perspex light guide. Shown in Fig. 2.10, is a schem atic rep­
resenta tion  of the construction and orientation of the light guide and scintillator 
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Figure 2.8 Electron trajectory angles relative to the focal plane.
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Figure 2.9 Spectrometer, focal plane geometry, showing the central, low and 
high momentum trajectories.
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Figure 2.10 Construction and orientation of the scintillator elements.
using an optical glue NE581. The light guide consists of two perspex strips, 
tw isted to  ensure they overlap at one end, so th a t the light collected is directed 
to  the m ost active p art of the photocathode. A diagram  of the light guide and 
scin tillator assembly is shown in Fig. 2.11. As a further aid to light collection 
the  unglued end of the scintillator is painted with NE560 reflector paint. Light 
proofing of the light guide and scintillator assembly, is achieved by inserting the 
assembly into a M ylar sleeve, which also serves to aid specular light collection. 
In addition to this, the assembly is placed in a black plastic envelope.
A clear rubber silicone compound, SILASTIC 734 RTV is used to make the 
light guide to photom ultiplier optical contact. This gives much the same optical 
contact as a silicone grease, but has the advantage th a t it can be easily removed 
w hen needed. Since the SILASTIC rubber com pound provides a weak m echanical 
bond, it does not exhibit the creepage problems associated w ith silicone grease.
To hold the scintillators and photom ultipliers in their given positions on the 
focal plane, a m etal support was constructed. This consists of four levels, shown 
in Fig. 2.12. Each scintillator and photom ultiplier assembly is supported  by two 
retain ing  springs, w ith the fine adjustm ent of the scintillator position m ade by 
a stopping screw. The attitude of the scintillators to the incident electrons is 
defined by a series of slots, shown in Fig. 2.13(a) as level 2, the retain ing piece 
ensuring th a t the scintillators are centred correctly in the slots. The photom ulti­
pliers are similarly located by a series of aligned apertures in the two lower levels, 
shown as levels 3 and 4 in Fig. 2.13(b).
The location of the focal plane detector in the experim ental area, is fixed 
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Figure 2.13 (a) A section of the scintillator locating slots and retaining piece.
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Figure 2.13 (b) A section of the photomultiplier locating apertures.
to the  s tan d  of the detector, which when inserted in the locating holes of the 
floor p la tes, position the detector to within 1 mm of its designed placem ent. The 
p lates them selves were positioned using the location of the spectrom eter m agnets 
as reference points.
2.4 .3  B ackground  Considerations
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the focal plane is in close proximity to bo th  the m ain beam  
line, the  pho ton  beam  collimators and the spectrom eter m agnets. In addition 
to background arising from these sources, there is background em anating from  
brem sstrah lung  scattered  electrons which are not incident on the focal plane of 
the spectrom eter. M ost of these scattered electrons impinge on the vacuum  box, 
betw een the  beam  exit window and the yoke of DS2, producing an electron and 
gam m a shower. To suppress the background produced from these sources, an 
o u tp u t can only be produced if two adjacent scintillators are activated w ithin  a 
sho rt period  of tim e, i.e. a coincidence is produced. During the optim isation of 
the  focal plane array the coincidence resolving time for each channel was set a t 
10 nS.
T he angular acceptances of the array channels are dependent upon the size 
and  spacing of the  scintillators, and are set predominately in the direction of 
the  d irectly  produced brem sstrahlung electrons. As a result of these m easures, 
m easurem ents of random  coincidences with the particle detectors are found to 
be negligible a t a focal plane detector rate of 106s 1 . Furtherm ore, when in
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operation  m the  absence of the bremsstrahlung radiator the counting ra te  from 
the  en tire focal plane is found to be 1 per second.
2 .4 .4  E nergy R esolution
Energy inform ation on the scattered electrons incident on the focal plane, is 
given by the  position on the focal plane of the scintillators activated, since the 
varia tion  of electron mom entum  along the focal plane is known. Calculations 
show th a t  the  variation of the electron momentum along the focal plane is not 
linear. Also from  Fig. 2.8, we see tha t the angle of approach of the electrons to 
the  focal p lane varies along its length. To be able to achieve an energy resolution 
of «  1 % w ith  equal m om entum  bites for each section of the detector, yet still 
re ta in  some form  of coincidence channel output to reduce background, would 
have en tailed  the m anufacture of individually shaped scintillators. This would 
have been prohibitive in cost, design and manufacturing time. There would also 
have been a danger of introducing a variation in channel response. Consequently, 
a second option was chosen, which used equal channel size. This however resulted 
in the  m om entum  bite varying from channel to channel.
E quality  of channel size can be achieved by two means. The spacing of the 
scin tillators could be kept constant and the angle of the scintillators to the focal 
plane varied, so th a t each scintillator presents a perpendicular target to the 
incident electrons. Alternatively, the scintillators can be kept at a constant angle 
to  th e  focal plane and the spacing of the scintillators can vary. This means the
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incident electrons are only approximately perpendicular to the scintillators.
T he focal plane scintillators are necessarily closely packed making it im possi­
ble to  locate the  photom ultipliers directly on to the scintillators, and consequently 
for e ither m ethod  the optical connection between scintillator and photom ultiplier 
can only be accomplished by the use of light guides. The equal channel size w ith 
varying m om entum  bite was selected to allow the shape of the light guides to  be 
standard ised .
To present the scintillators approximately perpendicularly to  the incoming 
electrons, a m edian angle of approach of 37.5° for the brem sstrahlung electrons 
was chosen. W ith  this choice of median angle any electron will meet the focal
plane scin tillators a t an angle of 90 ±  4°. The spacing of the scintillators along
th e  focal plane, as can be seen from Fig. 2.14, is given by,
A X  ospacing = ——— (2.2)
sm Vi
w here A X  is the coincidence channel size and $,• is the angle of approach. The 
sc in tilla to r w id th  was set at 17 mm, so the size of a half overlap channel was 8.5 
m m . However, inaccuracies in the positioning of the scintillators were estim ated 
to  be as m uch as 0.5 mm. This produces holes in the focal plane; i.e. places where 
no overlap exists and which therefore do not produce a coincidence ou tpu t. To 
m inim ise th is the  coincidence channel size was set at 8.25 mm. Although this 
increases th e  probability  of an electron passing through 3 adjacent scintillators 






Figure 2.14 Relative positioning of the scintillators along the focal plane.
the  analysis of the da ta  and can be counted as real events rather than  background 
events.
T he resu ltan t variations in the momentum bite, examined by each of the 
coincidence channels, is shown in Fig. 2.15. This figure shows th a t the varia­
tions encountered are minimal and th a t for most purposes the variation can be 
neglected.
2.4 .5  T im in g  and D etector E lectronics
In the  design of the detector and the accompanying electronics, speed of response 
was an  im p o rtan t consideration, both to reduce random  coincidences w ith  the 
partic le  detectors and to give precison timing for the time-of-flight m easurem ents 
of the  partic le  detectors. The uncertainty in the time of arrival of the electrons 
a t the  focal plane introduced by the spectrometer is 0.5 nS. This is caused by 
electrons of the same energy taking slightly different paths to the same point 
on the  focal plane. To achieve less than 1.5 nS resolution, fast scintillators, 
photom ultip liers and electronics were required.
A lthough not as fast as some liquid scintillators, Nuclear Enterprise’s PILO T 
U plastic  scintillator has a rise time of 0.5 nS combined with a large light ou tpu t. 
Unlike liquid scintillators however, it has the advantage of being easily produced 
in any shape, such as the th in  slabs needed for the focal plane detector. The 
photom ultp liers used were small 18 mm diameter tubes. Hakuto s R1450 s were 
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F igure  2.15 R atio  of the m om entum  bite of each coincidence channel to  the 
to ta l m om entum  bite of the focal plane against the channel num ber along the 
focal p lane.
any channel to  channel variations in time resolution, the photom ultiplier anode 
pulses were standard ised  to give 100 mV peak amplitude in a 50 n  load.
T his was achieved by measuring the response of each scintillator to electrons 
from  a S r  source, and varying the supply voltage of the scintillator photo­
m ultip lier un til a m ean 100 mV output pulse was produced. The supply voltage 
was then  noted  and set. A typical spectrum produced using the 90 SV source in a 
single channel is shown in Fig. 2.16. The response of the focal plane array  after 
it has been set up using this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.17. By operating the 
photom ultip liers a t these predetermined voltages, differences in the photom ulti­
pliers gains and variations in channel light collection are minimised. To provide 
th is facility the  array has ten power lines of varying voltage; this allows each 
photom ultip lie r to  be w ithin 25 V of its optimum (100 mV anode output) supply 
voltage setting .
To reduce the dispersive effects of the connecting cabling on the rise tim e of 
the  anode pulses, the electronics are mounted directly below the photom ultipliers. 
W ith  th is arrangem ent, the anode pulse has a rise time of «  4 nS when it reaches 
the  electronics. E m itter coupled logic (ECL) circuitry, which can cope w ith the 
high count ra tes expected, while not significantly degrading the tim e resolution, 
is used.
T he detecto r electronics are comprised of 6 ECL printed circuit boards, each 
b oard  dealing w ith  a group of 16 scintillators from the focal plane array. A circuit 
d iagram  for one coincidence channel, is shown in Fig. 2.18. This diagram  also 
indicates the  num ber of repeats of each section per board. Each photom ultiplier 
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F igure  2.16 A typical spectrum , using the 90SV test source, from a single scin­
tilla to r /  pho tom ultip lie r channel, and showing the discrim inator level (indicated 
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Figure  2.17 C ount ra te  per coincidence channel measured w ith a 90<SY (3 test 
source m oving a t a constan t ra te  along the focal plane.
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Figure 2.18 C ircuit d iagram  of one channel of the focal plane, showing the  
num ber of repea ts  per board.
its own threshold  control. The tim ing diagram  for one scin tillator channel is 
shown in Fig. 2.19. To minimise variations in tim e resolution from  channel to  
channel, all thresholds were set to 30 mV, a value ju s t above the pho tom ultip lie r 
dark  cu rren t, as shown in Fig. 2.16. By adopting this approach to  the  design 
of the  electronics each channel presents a s tandard  shape of pulse to  a tim ing  
discrim inator which has a common threshold. The discrim inator o u tp u ts  are 
pulse shaped by a bistable, to produce a 10 nS ECL s tan d ard  signal. A djacent 
pairs of pulse shaped discrim inator outputs are connected to  AND gates, to  
provide a coincidence signal. Each bistable signal is also used to  produce th e  
single scin tillator o u tpu t, which is used extensively in setting  up the  detector.
T he AND gate signals are again pulse shaped by a b istable before p roducing  
the  coincidence ou tpu ts. Groups of 8 coincidence channel signals are fed to  an 
OR gate, the  o u tp u t of which gives in effect the count ra te  of th a t section of the  
scin tillator array. A lthough the anode pulses are processed using ECL circuitry , 
all the  o u tp u ts  are converted to double NIM standard  pulses, to  ensure com pat­
ibility w ith  the  external da ta  collection system. The ECL to NIM converters are 
located on the  p rin ted  circuit board, and the circuit diagram  for the  converters 
is shown in Fig. 2.18.
T he resu ltan t tim e resolution is found to vary from  channel to  channel, despite 
the  m easures taken. However, m ost have a resolution between 0.9 and  1.2 nS 
which is well w ith in  the design requirem ent. The tim e resolution d istrib u tio n  is 
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Figure 2.20 Tim e resolution d istribu tion  for the  focal plane detecto r coinci­
dence channels.
2.4 .6  R a te  E ffects
A design requirem ent of a ra te  of 108 detected electrons per second was quoted. 
For th is ra te  it is found th a t each each of the photom ultipliers in the  focal p lane 
detector, has a counting ra te  of around 1 MHz. However, w ith  anode pulses in 
the region of 100 m V  into 50 Q, and of 20 nS in duration , the  norm al carbon  
resistor base chains were observed to lose gain significantly a t 0.5 M Hz, as is 
shown by the  solid line in Fig. 2.21. To allow the photom ultipliers to  function  a t 
a higher m ean curren t, a new base chain was designed, w ith  zener diodes across 
the last th ree  dynode sections. The last dynodes effectively control the  gain of 
the photom ultp lier. This gives a steady voltage drop of 100 V across each of the  
last th ree  dynode sections, while allowing enough curren t to  produce th e  required  
o u tp u t pulses a t up to 10 MHz w ithout affecting the gain of the pho tom ultp lier, 
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Figure 2.21 A p lo t showing the  variation  in response between a carbon  resistor 
only p ho tom ultip lier base chain and a carbon resistor and  zener diode base chain.
2.4 .7  P erform an ce
The im p o rtan t perform ance features of the focal plane detector ladder m ay be 
sum m arised as follows;
• Energy resolution of 1.1 % of the energy range employed.
• T im e resolution of «  1 nS.
• C ount rates of 1 MHz per single scintillator channel can be accom m odated
i.e .l0 8s -1 across the focal plane.
• B ackground, electronic noise produces 10 coincidences per m inute. How­
ever when in coincidence w ith the particle detectors, th is and o ther beam  
re la ted  noise are found to  be of minim al im portance a t focal plane detecto r 
ra tes of 106s -1 .
C learly these perform ance characteristics com pare favourably w ith  th e  design 
requirem ents.
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2.5  T h e  P h o to n  B ea m
The photon  beam  is produced by a th in  brem sstrahlung rad ia to r in the  electron 
beam , a t a po in t some 0.2 m  upstream  from the first spectrom eter m agnet, QS1. 
To allow th e  system  to  run  w ith radiaitors m ade of varying m aterials, and varying 
thicknesses, the  beam line contains a brem sstrahlung rad ia to r ta rg e t changer[25]. 
The rad ia to r changer consists of a large wheel, containing 16 circular po rts  on 
its perim eter, into which targets may be placed. Eight of the 16 ports are used 
for brem sstrah lung  rad ia to rs, the rest containing phosphor screens used to  check 
the alignm ent of the electron beam  on the rad ia tor. The b rem sstrah lung  ta rg e t 
wheel is driven by a stepping m otor, and incorporates a reduction gearbox to  
allow 8000 different wheel positions. Backlash is elim inated in the  system  by 
ensuring th a t the  wheel always ro tates in the same direction.
T he characteristics of the photon beam , are determ ined by the rad ia to r m a te ­
rial used and  the  thickness of the target. Fig. 2.22 shows the calculated variations 
in the  pho ton  angular d istribu tion  found from two alum inium  rad ia to rs  of th ick­
ness 25 (i m  and 250 fi m. It is clear th a t the thickness of the  rad ia to r will 
influence the  tagging  efficiency of the system  when the beam  is collim ated. T he 
photonuclear ta rge t is positioned 4 m from the rad ia to r w ith the beam  diam eter 
and profile being determ ined by a collim ator positioned ju s t outside th e  vacuum  
cham ber of th e  dipole m agnet DS3. The collim ator is shown in Fig. 2.23. T he 
first p a r t is m ade of solid Hevimet and contains a central apertu re . The opening 
angle of the  apertu re  being equal to two brem sstrahlung characteristic  angles. 
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Figure 2.22 P h o ton  angu lar d istribu tion  and tagging efficiency ca lcu la tions[26]. 




















Figure 2.23 Photon Collimator System.
um  rad ia to r.
After em erging from  this collim ator the beam  is contam inated  w ith  electrons 
from  th e  p rim ary  collim ator. To remove the electrons a scrubber  m agnet is 
em ployed, w hich effectively removes all bu t the highest energy electrons from  
the pho ton  beam  line. Finally, a second collim ator, which is ju s t bigger th a n  the  
collim ated beam , is found after the scrubber m agnet. This is m ade of lead and  
is used to  elim inate stray  electrons scattered by the preceding m agnet and  does 
not collim ate th e  photon  beam . Using this collim ation system  a beam  spo t of 
4 cm in d iam eter is produced a t a photonuclear ta rge t s itua ted  4 m  from  the  
brem sstrah lung  rad ia to r.
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C hapter 3 
T he P resent E xperim ental 
Technique
3 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
This chap ter describes the experim ental set-up and the  techniques used to  m ea­
sure the  differential cross section for the photodisin tegration of the  deu teron  
using the  tagged  photon  spectrom eter described in the previous chap ter. Q uasi- 
m onoenergetic photons from the tagged photon spectrom eter, are incident on 
a deu te ra ted  polyethlyene ta rge t, which is set at an angle of 30° to  th e  pho­
ton  beam . P ro tons from  reactions in the target are subsequently detected  by 
a segm ented scin tillator detector. The arrangem ent of the detector is shown in 
Fig. 3.1. Due to the sim plicity of the kinem atics of the deuteron, detection of 
the  pho topro ton  is sufficient to define the reaction. Inform ation on the  p ro tons 
incident on the  p ro ton  detector, in the form of ADC and TD C signals from  the  
o u tp u t photom ultip liers, is collected using a HP1000 controlled CAMAC system . 

















Figure 3.1 A plan view of the M ainz m icrotron tagged  photon  spectrom eter, 
showing the focal plane position, the four m ain beam  trajectories through the 
system  and the positioning of the photoproduct detectors.
3 .2  T h e  Z?(7 ,p)n  M ea su rem en t
The ta rg e t used in this experim ent com prised of two 15 x 10 x 0.1 cm  sheets of 
deu tera ted  polyethylene plastic, m anufactured by E. Merck Ltd. of D arm stad t, 
West Germ any. The targets were quoted as having a 1 % to lerance in th ick­
ness and  having a purity  of 99 % . Sheets of deu terated  plastic were chosen in 
preference to  pow dered deuterated  plastic[4] or heavy w ater, D 20 , to  facilita te  
setting  up the  ta rge t and simplifying the m anufacture of the ta rg e t holder. T he 
ta rg e t holder is m ade up of a rectangular m etal fram e, connected to  a m otorised 
drive w hich is used to determ ine the vertical position of the  ta rge t. C lam ped 
to  the  fram e using two th in  alum inium  plates, the ta rge t is set a t an angle of 
30° to  the  photon  beam . The clamping m echanism  also serves to  hold the  ta rg e t 
sections together, b u t does not intercept the photon beam , nor in trude betw een 
the pho toproducts from  the ta rge t and the particle detectors. A ta rg e t angle of 
30° was chosen, as this provides the best com prom ise between two com peting 
factors;
• m axim isation of ta rge t m aterial in the photon beam  to  give good count 
rates.
• m inim isation of the p a th  length in the ta rge t of a pho toproduct before it 
is detected.
An second photonuclear ta rge t was used, a 1 m m  thick carbon ta rg e t. This 
was chosen to  have approxim ately the same am ount of carbon as the  carbon  in 
the  C D 2 ta rg e t, and was also set at 30° to the photon  beam .
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3.2 .1  P ro to n  D etec to r
The pro ton  detector, as shown in the general scheme Fig. 3.1, s tands in air some 
50 cm  from  the  photonuclear target, and subtends a solid angle of some 1000 
m sr. A detailed description of the detector is given by MacGregor[27]
A schem atic diagram  of the detector is shown in Fig. 3.2. T he detecto r 
consists of two sections. The first is an array of three NE 102A plastic scin tilla to r 
blocks, of dim ensions 100 x 11 x 13.5 cm, positioned parallel to the pho ton  beam , 
w ith  a 12.5 cm  diam eter photom ultiplier tube coupled to  each end of each block. 
This section of the detector provides the proton energy and horizontal position  of 
the  p ro ton , and is called the E detector. Particle identification is enabled by the  
preceeding section, which is com prised of 5 th in  plastic NE 102A scin tillators, of 
dim ensions 41.5 x 20 x 0.3 cm. These are m ounted vertically in front of the  E 
detectors perpendicular to the photon beam . Each end of these scin tilla tors is 
optically coupled to a 5 cm diam eter photom ultiplier tube  by m eans of a tw isted  
perspex light guide. This section is called the A E  detector. The relative positions 
of th e  E and A E  detectors are shown in Fig. 3.3, and their relationship  to  the  
ta rg e t and  the  beam , is shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.2 .2  P ro to n  D etec to r  E lectron ics
T he p ro ton  detector logic electronics shown in Fig. 3.4, provide th e  signal indi­
cating the  detection of a photoproton. This signal is called the X -Trigger, and  is 
p roduced from  the  logical exam ination of the ou tpu ts of the  16 photom ultip liers 
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Figure 3.2 The proton detector showing the E and A E arms.










Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram showing location of proton detector.
In itially  each photom ultiplier signal is sent to  a discrim inator, the  level of the  
d iscrim inator being set above the therm al noise of the photom ultip liers. O u tp u t 
pulses from  each end of the same element of an E or A E  detector, are fed into 
a m ean tim er. The m ean tim er gives a single ou tpu t pulse, which is em itted  a t 
a tim e rela ted  to  the m ean arrival tim e of the two inpu t pulses. This allows a 
m easure of w hen a particle was detected, which is independent of the  position  
in the detecto r where the interaction occured, and is unaffected by the  different 
light collection tim es to  the phototubes at opposite ends of the scin tilla tor block. 
T he m ean tim er o u tp u t signals are gathered together in two fan-in un its  one for 
the E detectors and one for the A E  detectors. These units provide a single pulse 
to indicate if an E or a A E  detector was activated above the  pulse th resho ld  
level. Since all valid events will produce signals in bo th  the E and  A E  detectors, 
th is condition is tested  by using the fan-in ou tpu ts as inputs to a coincidence 
un it. An o u tp u t signal from  this un it indicates th a t an event produced signals 
from  b o th  ends of a t least one E and one A E  detector element.
However some of these events can be rejected as being invalid. One such event 
is the  detection of particle in both  E l and E3 blocks. To detect and  elim inate 
such events, the  m ean tim er outputs of E l  and E3 are fed to a conicidence un it. 
Since the  logical N O T o u tpu t is used this only provides a signal if events were 
no t detected in E l  and E3 at the same time. The rejection of fu rther events is 
possible, if the  event detected can be shown to be an electron. This is accom ­
plished using the  electron reject circuit. Electron events can be d istinguished 
from  pro ton  events, by exam ination of the relative am ount of energy deposited  
in the  A E  and E detectors. Since protons deposit m ore energy in bo th  A E  and  E
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scintillators, a discrim ination level can be set on the sum m ed A E  a n d 'E  signals 
An X -Trigger signal is the coincidence signal of these three elem ents. Indi­
cating th a t,  a particle was detected in bo th  an  E and a A E detector, scin tilla to r 
elem ents E l  and  E3 were not activated sim ultaneously, and the particle was no t 
identified as an  electron.
X— Trigger
TDCSADCS
Mean Q  
Timers EL
Coinc.Fan~]nProton Detector 
6 E  Signals DISCS
E  AE  
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Proton Detector 




Electron R e jec tFan In
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Figure 3.4 P ro to n  detector electronics.
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3 .3  D a ta  A cq u is it io n
3.3 .1  S ignal P rocessin g  E lectron ics
Before any d a ta  are recorded, a decision m ust be m ade as to  the  validity of each 
event. T h a t is, there m ust have been a coincidence between an elem ent of the  
focal plane detector and an X-Trigger from the proton detector. In se tting  up 
the coincidence circuitry, the flight times of the photons, scattered  electrons and  
the  subsequent products of the photodisintegrations, the processing tim e of the  
electronics of the  ladder and particle detectors and finally, the  cable d istances to 
the  signal processing electronics, m ust be taken into account.
Because the  brem sstrahlung scattered electrons in the b rem sstrah lung  in ter­
action are travelling close to  the speed of light, the signals from  the  focal p lane 
detecto r are early in com parison to the signals produced by the partic le  detec­
tors. T here is also a 5 nS variation in the tim e of arrival of electrons a t opposite 
ends of the  focal plane, due to the different p a th  lengths th rough  th e  m agnetic 
field of the  spectrom eter. However, since the protons detected are less num erous 
th a n  the  fast electrons, it is the proton detector which controls the  in itia tion  
of event exam ination. Consequently, the ladder detector signals, are delayed to  
arrive a t th e  processing electronics after the proton signals. The delays em ployed 
vary across the  focal plane, therefore elim inating the effect of the  different p a th  
lengths of the  electrons to the focal plane. In the following sections th e  processing 
electronics are described, a block diagram  of which is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram  of the signal processing electronics. D ouble boxes 
indicate 6 identical units. CCO - cable coincidence unit; F F  - F lip Flop; FO  - Fan 
O ut unit; F IFO  - Fan In Fan O ut unit; PU - b it p a tte rn  unit; TU  - T im ing u n it 
used as a variable delay. IReg and OReg are Inpu t and o u tp u t d a ta  registers.
Signals from  the pro ton  detector (X-Trigger) enter a cable coincidence (CCO) 
unit. This is a coincidence un it in which the length of a delay cable is used to  set 
the o u tp u t pulse w idth. The pulse w idth produced is the resolving tim e of the  
system , th a t is the  length of tim e for which the p a tte rn  un its are de-inhib ited  
and  will accept inform ation from  the ladder detector. In th is experim ent the  gate 
w id th  was set a t 30 nS. The CCO unit is gated by a Fan-In F an-O ut (F IFO ) 
u n it, w hich disables the CCO if an event is already being exam ined i.e. if a 
coincidence has been found between an X-Trigger and an elem ent of the  focal 
plane.
T he inform ation from  the focal plane detector is received by p a tte rn  u n its , 
w hich are a series of gated registers providing a bit p a tte rn  of the 91 channels 
of the  focal plane detector. There are 6 p a tte rn  units used in th is experim ent 
to  accom m odate the 91 channels. The p a tte rn  units are enabled by the  pulse 
shaped X-Trigger and will accept inform ation for the period of the  pulse. Six 
F IFO  un its  are used to  provide a single signal from each of the  6 p a tte rn  un its. 
The signal is then  fed to the stop input of a TDC associated w ith  the p a tte rn  un it. 
T he o u tp u ts  of these F IF O ’s are fed to  a fu rther FIFO  which produces a single 
signal indicating if a channel was activated on the entire focal plane detector. 
This signal is also used as a stop input of a TDC used to cover the  en tire focal 
plane. In addition , each of the OR signals from the focal plane detector is fed 
to  CAMAC scalers, to  provide count rates for each section of the  focal p lane, 
inform ation which is required for norm alisation purposes.
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A coincidence is then  produced between the focal plane signal and th e  X- 
Trigger. If a channel on the focal plane has been activated then  the In p u t R egister 
of the  CAMAC crate  is set, an in terrup t signal is sent to the  HP 1000 com puter 
and th e  F IFO  which disables incomming X-Triggers is set. The coincidence signal 
is also used to  s ta r t all T D C ’s and gate all A D C ’s.
3.3 .2  T h e D a ta  C ollection  C ode M E SS 4
The d a ta  acquisition program , MESS4[28], was w ritten  to  be a flexible way of 
transferring  d a ta  from the electronics to the HP 1000 using CAMAC. It is flexi­
ble since it can accept d a ta  from one or more CAMAC crates, w ith  each cra te  
containing different units w ith varying memory requirem ents. Before an  experi­
m ent com mences, details of the types of modules and the rela ted  m em ory space 
m ust be transferred  to  the HP 1000 com puter, from  which the p rogram  is run . 
A param eter  file is accessed, which contains inform ation on the  order, num ber 
and m em ory requirem ents of A DC’s, T D C ’s and SCALERS. The only restric ­
tion  im posed by the  program  is in the order in which the modules being used are 
located in the  CAMAC crates.
W hen running, the program  waits for a look - a t - me (LAM) from  the  
CAMAC crate  controller, this signal prom pts the HP 1000 to  perform  a b lanket 
read  of the  CAMAC crate (s). The LAM occurs if there has been a coincidence 
betw een an X-Trigger and one of the pa tte rn  un it registers. Inform ation is passed 
serially from  the CAMAC to the HP 1000, along some 150 m  of cable. Once read,
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the com puter reduces the retrieved data , by discarding all zero entries in the  
inform ation, such as em pty slots and units which were not activated  during  the  
event. This com pressed inform ation is deposited on m agnetic tape  and then  sent 
to  an H P 3000 com puter.
T he HP3000 contains an online graphical display program  PAUS[29] w hich 
gives im m ediate visual evidence of the progress of the experim ent, i.e. the  spec­
tr a  produced  by the A D C’s and T D C ’s, or any com bination of them , m ay be 
exam ined online. This enables individual detectors to be m onitored a t will, and  
detecto r failures to  be identified.
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C hapter 4 
D a ta  A nalysis
4 .1  T h e  B E A U T Y  C o d e
T he stored  event by event d a ta  accum ulated by the d a ta  collection system  M ESS4 
consists of inform ation coming from the following;
• 91 P a tte rn  Unit registers.
• 16 ADC ou tpu ts from  the proton detector.
• 7 TD C  ou tpu ts  from  the focal plane detector.
• 16 TD C  ou tpu ts  from the proton detector.
• 12 Scalers for the focal plane detector.
• Scalers for In terrup ts, X-Triggers, Clock Tim e and Live Tim e.
Decoding of th is d a ta  into useful inform ation, is perform ed using th e  com puter 
code BEAUTY[30].
D a ta  reduction  is an im portan t feature of the code, since m any events w hich 
are recorded m ay not originate from protons or m ay be random  pro ton  events.
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T he BEA U TY  program  enables such events to be discarded, reducing the  
d a ta  set and  decreasing the processing tim e. Decisions upon w hich events are 
to  be d iscarded, can be m ade by the exam ination of the sp ec tra  com piled by 
the  program , from  the ADC, TDC and p a tte rn  un it inform ation. As well as 
these spec tra  accum ulated directly from the experim ental detectors, the  p rogram  
allows new user defined spectra  to  be constructed . Such new sp ec tra  can be 
any m an ipu la ted  com bination of the A D C’s, T D C ’s, p a tte rn  units and  scalers 
em ployed in the  experim ent.
T he exam ination of the spectra is by the graphical display subroutines of the 
B eauty  code, employing as its basis callable GHOST-80 graphics subroutines. 
S pectra  produced by the program  can take the form  of one or two dim ensional 
g raphical displays. This includes x-y plots, histogram s, sca tte r plots and  contour 
plots. To exclude invalid data , conditions or constrain ts defined by the  user 
can be im posed upon the spectra. The conditions can be logically com bined to  
provide a tigh t constrain t upon the validity of recorded events.
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4 .2  P o s it io n  C a lib ra tio n
Em ission angle inform ation on the proton i.e. where it enters th e  E and  A E  
detectors, is obtained by finding the tim e difference between the  pho tom ultip lie r 
signals from  each end of an E or A E  segment. To achieve a reference po in t against 
w hich the  pulses from  either end of a piece of scintillator can be m easured, a m ean  
tim er  is employed. The ou tpu t pulse of the m ean tim er, is then  used as th e  s ta r t  
pulse for the  T D C ’s exam ining the outputs of the same scin tillator segm ent. T he 
tim e difference is obtained by subtracting  the TD C values from  either end of a 
detector segm ent. This can be expressed as follows,
F..„.ro. 1TDC- - I'DC- - C ) (4.1)m
w here T D C a and  T D C b are the TDC ou tpu ts (channel num ber) produced  
from  either end of the same scintillator segment, m  , is the  grad ien t in un its  of 
channels per cm  and C is an offset channel constant.
F ixed points on the detector were defined by placing a 1.0 cm  thick  m etal 
p la te  in front of the proton detector, the p la te having 30 holes of 2.0 cm  in 
d iam eter, positioned a t regular horizontal and vertical intervals. T he detecto r 
segm ents could be exam ined individually by masking any series of these holes, 
w ith  m etal strips of the same thickness as the plate. W ith the  norm al th in  
photonuclear ta rge t, such a calibration would have taken an unacceptab ly  long 
tim e to  produce reasonable statistics, so a thick ta rge t consisting of 5 m m  of 
alum inium  was used. A typical tim e difference plot for protons incident on an
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E block is shown in Fig. 4.1, the peaks in the spectra  relating to  the  holes in 
the  m etal p late. From  this data , calibrations for each of the E and  A E  segm ents 
were evaluated. The calibrations produced for each p ro ton  detector sc in tilla to r 
segm ent are shown in Fig. 4.2 for the E block sections and Fig. 4.3 for th e  A E  
sections, and in tabu lar form in Table 4.1.
D etector G radient 
Channel N um ber/m m
C onstant 
Channel N um ber
A E l 0.290 442
A E2 0.263 441
A E3 0.250 463
A E4 0.305 450
A E5 0.283 442
E l 0.303 369
E2 0.288 381
E3 0.295 342
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F igure  4.1 TD C  difference plot for position calib ration , peaks re la te  to  sec­
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Figure 4.3 Position calibration for AE  segments of the proton detector.
4 .3  E n erg y  C a lib ra tio n
P ro to n  energy inform ation is derived from the A D C’s which exam ine the  E block 
detectors. However, the ou tpu t response of the photom ultpliers is position  de­
pendent, due to the variations of light collection w ith d istance from  th e  p ho to ­
m ultip lier. So a t the analysis stage, the proton energy is ob tained  using a function  
com prised of the  ADC ou tpu ts of the two photom ultpliers on an E block. It was 
found th a t the  light reaching the photom ultipliers of the E detector, varied expo­
nentially  w ith  respect to  the distance of the interaction from  the  photom ultip lier. 
Hence the  ADC reading of the photom ultiplier ou tp u t varies as,
A D C  =  A adceo z  (4.2)
where Z is the  distance of the interaction from the photom ultip lier, A adc is 
th e  gain of the  photom ultiplier and C is a constant of the scin tillator block. To 
construct an energy response function for each E block which is independen t of 
the  position  in the block where an interaction takes place, it is necessary to  use 
an algorithm  which uses the ADC signal from bo th  photom ultipliers and  w hich 
is itself position independent. The function which has these properties is:
h i c ( E )  =  (A D C a x ADCs)1/2 = (A ae°‘z  x A e Cl(L“ z)) 1/2 (4.3)
where the  subscripts a and b indicate either end of an E block and  L is the
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length of th a t block. Clearly , the function provides a position independent 
evaluation of the proton energy, if we assume th a t the constants Ca and  Cb are 
equal. This is a realistic assum ption for sim ilar photom ultipliers a t e ither end of 
the  sam e E block. The energy of a proton in teracting in an E block can now be 
w ritten  as:
E n e r 9y ^ A D C ^ A D C ^ - C  (4.4)
m
where A D C a and ADCb are either end of the same scin tlla tor segm ent, and  m  
is th e  grad ien t in units of channel per MeV, and C is an offset channel constan t.
D ue to  the  kinem atic simplicity of the deuteron photod isin tegration , it is 
s tra ig h t forw ard to  calculate the proton energy for any position on the  E detecto r 
if th e  photon  energy is known in either the lab or center of m ass fram es (See 
A ppendix A). Since the d a ta  acquisition system  provides an event by event record 
of an experim ent, it is possible by determ ining the position of the p ro ton  in the  
detector and the  energy of the photon which in itia ted  the event, to calcu late 
the  p ro ton  energy. Hence, the deuterium  da ta  itself can be used to provide the  
energy response functions for each E block.
O verlap areas of the E and A E  sections are used, as their position in the 
labora to ry  fram e is already defined. Thus we have a detector com prised of 15 
pixels, a pixel being the nam e given to an overlap area, upon w hich we can gate 
to  produce the ADC reponse of th a t area using the ADC function. This response 
however, m ust be th a t produced from protons from the deuteron break-up w ith in
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a defined photon  energy interval.
T he resulting plots of the ADC functions for each pixel, show the  spread  in 
p ro ton  energy introduced by the target, air, A E  detector and variations due to  
the  location of the  interaction in the target. Since the m ean value of the  energy 
losses can be calculated, the m ean proton energy associated w ith  the  value of 
the  ADC function can be found. This process was perform ed for each of th e  15 
pixels on the  detector, and for the photon energies of 87, 95, 104, 113, 122 and  
128 M eV, w ith  each energy being the m ean of a 8.5 MeV photon  energy bite. 
This provided 30 calibration points for each E block. The resulting  calibrations 
for each of the  E blocks can be seen in Fig. 4.4, for E l ,  E2 and  E3 scin tilla to r 
blocks respectively, and in tabu lar form in Table 4.2.
D etector G radient 
Channel N um ber/M eV
C onstant 
Channel N um ber
E l 7.27 -23
E2 7.60 -38
E3 8.07 -36
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4 .4  D a ta  R ed u c tio n
For the  photodisin tegration  of the deuteron, the analysis proceeds th rough  a 
sequence of five steps. Each step imposes a condition upon the  recorded d a ta , 
and  elim inates events which are not related to deuteron pho tod isin tegration .
4 .4 .1  Id en tification  o f P roton s E vents
Using the well established technique, particle identification in the p ro ton  detecto r 
relies on the  scatter plots E v AE. P lots of this kind show the  ra tio  of energy 
deposited by a particle in two detectors of substantially  different thickness, the  
first a th in  m edium  ( A E detector) which m easures the ra te  of energy loss , and  
the  second a stopping m edium  (E detector) which m easures the particles energy. 
Since p ro tons have a greater energy loss in the A E detector for a given partic le  
energy, th is allows them  to be easily identified. Fig. 4.5 shows a sca tte r p lo t of 
the  energy deposited in each detector for one of the 15 pixels (an overlap area 
of the  E and  A E detectors) of the proton detector, allowing the p ro ton  ridge to 
be clearly seen. The second feature to be noted on Fig. 4.5 is the  operation  of 
the  hardw are electron reject circuit, which has a significant effect on the  electron 
background. It should also be noted th a t the energy deposited in each detector, 
is no t represented by the ADC function described in earlier, bu t by the  sum  of 
the  ADC readings from either end of the same E block.
Events lying w ithin the proton ridge are retained by entering the  app rop ria te  
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Figure 4.5 Scatter P lo t of energy deposited, as represented by the  sum  of the 
ADC readings from either end of an E block v energy deposited in a A E ,  for one 
pixel of the  pro ton  detector.
show how the pro ton  ridge is defined in a typical E v A E  sca tte r plo t. S catter 
plots of th is kind were produced for all 15 pixel segments of the  p ro ton  detecto r, 
and  the  region of valid proton events identified for each. The gating  condition 
em ployed to reduce the da ta  set, was th a t at least one p ro ton  m ust have been 
detected  for the d a ta  event to be considered valid a t th is stage.
4 .4 .2  Id en tifica tion  o f th e P rom p t P ro to n s
Since no t all the  photons incident on the ta rge t are tagged , some of the  p ro tons 
recorded lack the instantaneous tim e coincidence w ith the focal plane detector. In 
Fig. 4.6, a TD C spectrum  is shown, which records the tim e relationship  betw een 
the  p ro ton  detector (start pulse) and the focal plane detector (stop pulse). This 
p lo t shows the  sum m ed TDC spectra from 16 channels of the focal p lane detector, 
all the  channels originating from the same prin ted  circuit board . Note th a t  th is 
plot does no t show the entire 30 nS gate, to reduce com puter processing tim e, 
the  d a ta  set was reduced by removing some of the non-prom pt background d a ta . 
T he tagged  events lie w ithin the central peak of the spectrum , the  peak w id th  
of «  1.5 nS represents the effective coincidence resolution of the  correlation, and  
is well w ithin  the 30 nS gate imposed by the processing electronics. T he spread  
in th is TD C  spectrum  is caused by the finite size of the ta rge t and  detecto r, as 
a p ro ton  from  any p a rt of the target may be detected in any p a rt of the  p ro ton  
detector. The rem ainder of the spectrum , the tim e continuum , identifies events 
w hich are to be rejected, as having only a random  correlation in tim e. A gain a 
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Figure 4.6 TD C spectra showing th e  p rom pt p ro ton  peak.
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peak of the  TD C spectra.
TD C  spec tra  of this sort were produced for each of the 16 channel sections 
of th e  focal plane detector, i.e. 6 in to tal. To qualify as a valid event e ither 
only one ladder channel was activated or, two adjacent ladder channels were 
activated . This corresponds to an electron passing th rough 2 and 3 focal p lane 
scin tillators respectively. Ambiguous events, i.e. events w here two non-ad jacen t 
ladder channels are activated, were rejected. In doing th is however, the re  is a 
p roportion  of valid deuteron photodisintegration events which are discarded from  
the  analysis. These are events where a valid deuteron event and a random  event 
occur w ith in  the sam e TDC gate. However, the m agnitude of th is effect w hich 
is dependent on the ra te  at which the focal plane detector is operating  can be 
calculated . D etails of the calculations are given in section 4.6 . T he app rop ria te  
correction is then  applied to the analysis when the absolute differential cross 
section is being evaluated.
4 .4 .3  B ackground  S ub traction
This section describes the procedure adopted to su b trac t the  random  continuum  
which lies underneath  the central p rom pt peaks such as the  one shown in Fig. 
4.6. T he num ber of events under the prom pt peak can be estim ated  by in terpo la­
tion  from  the shape of the tim e spectrum  which lies ou tw ith  the  peak. However, 
to  determ ine the effect of the random  background on the shape of the  deu terium  
angular d is tribu tion  it is necessary to analyse a subset of the  d a ta  which only 
relates to  the  background. This is done by selecting a section of the continuum
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which has the  same area as the background beneath  the p rom pt peak, b u t w hich 
of course lies outw ith  the prom pt peak. Both d a ta  sets are analysed sim ultane­
ously in such a way th a t for any spectrum  being generated, counts are added  if 
they cam e from  the prom pt region, bu t sub tracted  if they cam e from  the  random  
continuum  region.
4 .4 .4  Id en tification  of P h otop roton s from  th e  D eu tero n
On exam ination of the deuteron kinem atics, we can see th a t the  energy of the  
p ro ton  is defined (See Appendix A) by the incident photon energy and  the  em is­
sion angle of one of the photonucleons, in this case the proton. Therefore, in a 
sca tte r p lo t showing proton position on the proton detector versus p ro ton  en­
ergy, as represented by the ADC function, we can expect to observe a noticeable 
correlation if the  photon energies are limited to a narrow  range of values. Indeed, 
Fig. 4.7 shows this correlation, the deuteron ridge. If such a plot is produced 
from  a carbon only ta rge t we observe no correlation. Fig. 4.8 shows d a ta  from  a 
carbon  only ta rge t which is a t the same stage of analysis as the  C D 2 d a ta  shown 
in Fig. 4.7, and as expected it can be seen there is no ridge. By gating on the  
deu teron  ridge we can therefore isolate deuteron type events from  the deu te ra ted  
polyethylene target. Scatter plots of the kind shown in Fig. 4.7, were produced  
for each E block of the proton detector and for 6 incident photon  ranges. Since 
each 16 channel section of the focal plane detector m easures a different range of 
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Figure 4.7 Energy (ADC function) v position on the E block (TDC difference) 
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Figure 4.8 Energy (ADC function) v position on the  E block (TD C difference) 
for p ro m p t pro tons from a carbon only ta rge t, no deuteron  ridge is apparen t.
T he m ean photon energies defined by each focal plane detector section are 87, 95, 
104, 113, 122, and 128 MeV, each energy being the m ean of an 8.5 M eV energy 
bite.
A t th is stage of the analysis, the initial d a ta  set has been reduced to  those 
events in which prom pt protons satisfying the kinem atical conditions of deu teron  
photod isin tegration  were detected. In addition to th is, random  events from  the  
tim e continuum  have been subtracted . The d a ta  now consists only of deu teron  
and  carbon events which m eet these criteria.
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4 .5  C a rb o n  S u b tr a c tio n
T he presence of a carbon background, beneath  the deuteron ridge, d ic ta ted  th a t  
a carbon only ta rge t had to be used to sim ulate the carbon in the  deu te ra ted  
polyethylene target. This would enable the num ber of carbon events p resen t in 
the  deuteron  ridge to  be ascertained and sub tracted  from  the angular d is trib u ­
tion.
To th is end, d a ta  were taken using the carbon ta rge t described previously. 
T he d a ta  were then  trea ted  in an identical fashion to  the  d eu tera ted  ta rg e t as 
described in the preceding sections. In this way the carbon background presen t 
under the  deuteron ridge was measured. Before this d a ta  could be su b trac ted  
from  th e  spectra  accum ulated from the deuterated  polyethylene ta rg e t d a ta , a 
correction had  to  be m ade due to the differing ta rge t densities and thicknesses, 
as well as the  different experim ental live times. The correction factor can be 
quantified as
=  ^ 2 £ £ i x  x  *221 x  £2S» (4 .5)
N lc  N n0 tc  ec
were N 1 c d 2  an(  ^ are the num ber of photons incident on the  d eu te ra ted  
polyethylene ta rge t and carbon targets respectively, N~- 2 is the  ra tio  of the  
num ber of carbon atom s in the deuterated  polyethylene ta rge t and  the  carbon  
ta rg e t per un it cross sectional area, t c D 2 a n < ^  t c  are the live tim es for the  two 
m easurem ents and, 6 C d 2 a n c * e c  are the tagging  efficiencies for the  two m easure­
m ents. For the present experim ent , the average correction factor for the  focal 
plane is 4.56, w ith a variation across the focal plane of 4.51 to  4.61.
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4 .6  S ta t is t ic a l C orrection
T he gating  conditions imposed upon the d a ta  by the com puter code Beauty, 
perform  the  task  of elim inating random  events. However, d a ta  events which 
recorded 2 or more non-adjacent focal plane detector channels as having fired 
were also elim inated as ambiguous events, since could not be defined. I t is 
clear th a t a proportion of such events are a real and a random  event detected  
in coincidence and th a t these events m ust be accounted for. T he p roportion  of 
such events is dependent upon the ra te  of random  events detected  on the  focal 
plane detector, since the num ber of real events is sm all and is determ ined  by th e  
cross section of the  reaction. Exam ination of the random  events occuring on th e  
focal plane has indicated th a t they can be successfully described by a Poisson 
d istribu tion .
6 OL
P(n,ot) = -----—  (4.6)
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w here a  — N A t  is the statistical param eter, N is the  ra te  of the  focal p lane 
detecto r and  A t  is the coincidence gate w idth, and n can take the  values 1,2,3 
...,k, ..., th is being the num ber of random  events detected. So th e  p robab ility  of 
a  single random  event being detected in a tim e A t  is
P ( l ,  a) = e~aa
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and  for two random  events w ithin the gate the probability  is
P ( 2, a)
e aa 2
2
and  so on. To find the probability of a real event being detected  w hen no 
random  events where detected we use;
P (  0 ,a )  =  e~a
For th is experim ent the coincidence gate w idth was set a t 30 nS, b u t th e  focal 
p lane detector ra te  varied throughout the experim ent. At a focal plane detecto r 
ra te  of 1 x 106 the probability of single real events is 0.97, while a t 1 x 107 the  
p robab ility  drops to  0.80. To adjust the da ta  for the loss of real events due to 
coincidences w ith  random  events, a factor of ea m ust be applied to  the  d a ta . For 
the  d eu tera ted  polyethylene da ta  the probability of detecting a single real event 
was 0.75, while for the carbon target the factor was 0.70.
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4 .7  N o r m a lisa tio n
A fter the  application of the corrections due to the random  events on the  focal 
p lane detector, the angular distributions from the deu terated  polyethylene and  
carbon  ta rge ts under the deuteron ridge may be sub trac ted , leaving an angular 
d istribu tion  of the photodisintegration of the deuteron. This is perform ed for 
each of the  six photon energy bites. The distributions are converted into the  
center of mass fram e (See A ppendix A). Differential cross sections are ob ta ined  
by norm alising, for solid angle, num ber of target atom s and num ber of incident 
photons w ith  the dead tim e effects accounted for. i.e. the  differential cross- 
section is;
do  1N@ x ■ v — (4.7)
df i© d,n@N~NNteF
w here dQ® is the solid angle between 0  and 0  +  d© on the  p ro ton  detecto r, 
is the  num ber of incident photons, N © is the num ber of counts betw een © 
and  0  +  d© on the proton detector, N n  is the num ber of ta rg e t nucleons per 
u n it volum e, t  is the  thickness of the target in the beam  direction, and  eF is the 
efficiency of the  tagging process. The final units for the differential cross section 
are /zbarns/sterad ians per nucleon, per incident photon.
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4 .8  S u m m a ry  o f D a ta  A n a ly s is
The preceding sections describe how a differential cross section m ay be derived 
from  the  recorded data. This may be sum m arised as follows;
• The identification of proton events and the rejection of electron events, on 
a pixel by pixel basis using E v A E  scatter plots.
• T he identification of prom pt protons and the rejection of random  events, 
for each of the six focal plane detector T D C ’s.
•  T he sub traction  of random  events w ithin the p rom pt p ro ton  regions, by 
using a sim ilar region from the random  continuum .
• T he identification of deuteron type events for each of six pho ton  energies 
and  for each E block, by employing the correlation between em ission angle 
(tim e difference spectra) and energy (adc function) of pro tons from  the  
deuteron  break-up.
• T he sub traction  of the carbon background beneath  the deuteron  ridge, by 
analysing carbon only da ta  as above, for each of the  six pho ton  energies 
and  th ree E blocks.
•  T he inclusion of a statistical correction to  account for real and  random  
events detected w ithin the same TDC gate.
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• T he sum m ation of the angular inform ation from  the th ree E blocks, and  
the  conversion from  lab fram e to  center of mass fram e, for each of the  six 
pho ton  energies.
• T he norm alisation of the six angular d istributions and the  conversion into 
differential cross sections.
4 .9  P r e se n ta t io n  o f R e su lts
T he differential cross section for the photodisin tegration of the  deu teron  are 
presented  in Fig. 4.9, at photon energies of 87, 95, 104, 113, 122 and  128 M eV
each energy being the m ean of an 8.5 MeV energy bin.
T he sources of error in this experim ent come from  several areas, s ta tis tic a l 
counting errors, tolerances of the targets and uncertain ty  in the experim ental 
de term ination  of the efficiency of the tagging process. S tatistical errors for TV7 
are sm all, while the counting errors for N@ are not insignificant. T he m ajor 
system atic error found is in the determ ination of the tagging efficiency. W hile 
the  assigned error in the solid angle norm alisation is a t the 1 % level, th is being 
the  accuracy of the m athem atical com puting package used. Tolerances of the  
photonuclear targets are quoted as 1 % by the m anufacturers. T he assigned 
erro r bars are calculated from  the statistical counting errors of each energy bin, 
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4.9 T he m easured differential cross section for th e  photodisinteg 
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Interpretation  of R esu lts
5 .1  D e u te r o n  P h o to d is in te g r a tio n  T h eo ry
5 .1 .1  C lassical C alculation
In the  m id sixties, one of the first comprehensive investigations into th e  photo- 
d isin tegration  of the deuteron was perform ed by Partovi[31].
T he trea tm en t by Partovi was performed using the non-relativistic Shrodinger 
theory, to  calculate the deuteron and continuum  wave functions. Nucleons in th is 
case were assum ed to interact through the semi-phenomenological nuclear p o ten ­
tia l developed by Hamada[32]. The H am ada potential, which assum es a 7 % D 
s ta te  con tribu tion  to the deuteron ground sta te  wave function, was selected as 
it provided the best fit to the contem porary electron scattering  d a ta  below 315 
MeV. T he calculation of the differential cross section for unpolarised incident 
photons, took final s ta te  interactions into account bu t neglected transitions w ith  
m ultipole term s higher than  those due to dipole - octupole interference. This was 
a  reasonable approxim ation as these higher contributions were shown to  be neg­
ligible and  could not be resolved using contem porary experim ental techniques.
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One o ther im portan t development introduced by Partovi was an a ttem p t to  in­
clude the  effect of meson exchange currents into his calculations. At the  tim e 
m eson rela ted  effects were thought by some authors to  provide a negligible con tri­
b u tion  to the  cross section. Partovi did not a ttem p t to deal w ith  meson exchange 
effects explicitly, bu t instead was able to incorporate meson rela ted  effects im pli­
citly, by using Seigert’s[33] theorem.
Since a full description of electrom agnetic interactions w ith  nuclei, requires 
no t only one-body charge and current density operators bu t also the two body 
operato rs, the need for which arises specifically from meson exchange effects[42], 
any theory  a ttem pting  a comprehensive trea tm en t of the in teraction  should in 
principal refer explicitly to two body charge and curren t d istributions. Seigert’s 
theorem , however states th a t below the meson threshold the electric tran s itio n  
am plitude in the interaction can be represented by a function of the  one body 
charge density operator only. It can be show n[34] th a t, if conservation of cu rren t 
is applied, tw o-body currents arising from term s involving the tw o-body nucleon 
- nucleon po ten tial and the one body charge d istribution  are generated. Conse­
quently, Seigert’s theorem  is a conveinent way of incorporating first o rder m eson 
exchange effects, in electric transitions in an im plicit ra th e r th an  an explicit way.
T he H am itonian H describing the interaction of an electrom agnetic wave w ith  
a charge d istribu tion  is
H  = -  J  J (x ) .A (x )d x  (5.1)
w here in the case of deuteron photodisintegration, A (x)  is the  vector p o ten tia l 
opera to r of the rad iation  field, and J(x )  is the current density operato r associated
w ith  th e  n - p system. Since the uniform m otion of the center of m ass of the  
system  does no t contribute to the current density operator, only curren ts arising 
from  the  in ternal motion of the n - p system  need be considered i.e. from  o rb ita l 
curren ts and  spin currents. This leads to the equation;
w here fijv is the norm alisation volume,eM represents the spherical u n it vectors, 
a^n th e  annihilation operator, p, is the photon polarisation, u  the  pho ton  m om en­
tu m  and  e^etw x can be expanded in term s of electric and m agnetic m ultipo les[31].
T he differential cross section of the photodisinegration can be shown to  be 
given by
w here T  is the transition  m atrix, a function of the in teraction  H am iltonian , 
and  T + is its conjugate, and tr  is the trace or diagonalised m a trix  of the  inner 
p roduct. The initial density m atrix  of the nucleon system  is represented by p.
The angular d istribu tion  derived by P artov i’s detailed calculation, for pho tons 
of random  polarisation and for an unpolarised deuteron ta rge t, was of th e  form
In ternal Orbital (5.2)
T he vector potential A(x) can be expanded in term s of plane waves
A(x) = UN1/2 £  X)(2ir/ai)1/2(a„(1ewe'‘,'x -  aut,e-„e *" x ) (5.3)
(5.4)
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F igure 5.2 Com parision of P arto v i’s calculation a t 100 MeV, w ith  the  exper­
im ental d a ta  of Keck[35] (square), Whalin[36] (dot) and Aleksandrov[37] (star).
In th is calculation the vector potential, A (x),  is expanded in term s of electric 
and  m agnetic multipoles, using ro tational m atrices.
T he differential cross section calculated by Partovi a t 80 and 110 M eV is 
shown in Fig. 5.1 . W hen com pared to the experim ental results of Keck[35], 
W halin[36], Aleksandrov[37] (as shown in Fig. 5.2) and others[38][39] th e  calcu­
la tion  of Partov i gives only rough agreement over a wide range of photon  energies, 
the  m ajority  of the da ta  being within 10 - 30 % of the calculation. Indeed, the  
lack of consistency among the different da ta  sets, which is as large as 50 % at 
certain  energies and angles, is clearly indicative of significant system atic errors 
being present. Some of the many shortcom ings of these experim ents have been 
detailed  in the  recent review paper by Sanzone[40].
W hen b e tte r quality da ta  were obtained, it was found th a t there  were still 
significant discrepancies w ith the calculations of Partovi. In particu la r the  m ea­
surem ent a t 6 = 0° by Hughes[4] using the M ainz linac which, as will be discussed 
la ter, represents a significant improvement in experim ental accuracy, should be 
m entioned.
At forw ard angles the photodisintegration cross section is particu larly  sensi­
tive to  the m agnitude of the D state  probability of the deuteron ground s ta te  
wave function. Using the H am ada potential, which as m entioned previously has 
a 7% D s ta te  probability, P artov i’s calculation is 10 % lower a t 100 M eV and 
45 % lower a t 120 MeV than  the experim ental results of Hughes. However, the  
necessary modification to the D state  probability in the H am ada po ten tial, w hich 
brings th e  theoretical cross section into agreement w ith the experim ental values, 
produces a D s ta te  probability inconsistent w ith the m easured m agnetic dipole
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and  electric quadrupole moments.
In sum m ary therefore, P artov i’s calculation can only provide rough agreem ent 
w ith  experim ent in the angular range 6 = 20° - 160° , and is unable to  reproduce 
experim ental d a ta  outw ith this region.
5.1 .2  M eson  Exchange and Isobar E ffects
T he im portance of meson exchange currents in the deuteron was first appreciated  
in the  m id 1960’s[41] in the course of analysing deuteron rad ia tive cap tu re  d a ta . 
It was found th a t discrepancies could only be explained by assum ing the  existence 
of large meson exchange effects for the deuteron.
As we have seen from the treatm ent of Partovi, first order m eson exchange 
effects, arising from electric transitions are implicitly taken into account by use 
of Seigert’s theorem . However a more thorough investigation of these effects by 
Arenhovel[42] highlights the areas where Seigert’s theorem  alone is insufficient.
Using the Reid soft core as the nuclear potential, Arenhovel perform ed calcu­
la tions,to  show the effects meson exchange currents (MEC) have on bo th  electric 
and  m agnetic m ultipole transition  strengths. The results of these calculations, 
which are presented in Fig. 5.3 from reference[42], show th a t the m eson exchange 
effects are quite substantial, especially at higher energies near the m eson th resh ­
old. T he cu rren t density operator adopted by Arenhovel can be w ritten  in term s 





Figure 5.3 C om putation by Arenhovel showing m ultipole transition  s tren g th s  
for deuteron  photodisintegration with one-body effects only (dotted  line) and  
w ith  one and two-body effects (full line).
J  — J[l ] +  JyfiEC (5*6)
As we have already seen, some two-body contributions are generated  by the  
use of the  Seigert theorem , and Fig. 5.4 again from reference[42], shows the  
effect on the  to ta l cross section of the inclusion of meson effects using the  Seigert 
theorem  and also using explicit exchange term s. Arenhovel found th a t add itional 
explicit corrections beyond the Seigert operator, only became significant near the 
pion threshold . In fact it was found th a t w ith the exception of M l transitions, 
w hich need only small corrections, higher multipole transitions are little affected. 
T he M EC calculation by Arenhovel is shown in Fig. 5.5 for photon  energies of 
80 and  110 MeV.
W hen all of the two-body meson effects are taken into account, an increase 
in the  differential cross section is observed. This is illustrated  in Fig. 5.6, w here 
the  theoretical calculations of Partovi and Arenhovel [43] are com pared w ith  the 
experim ental d a ta  of Hughes[4], Kose[44], Dougan[45] and Whalin[36] a t 100 
M eV photon  energy. Since, the da ta  sets shown in Fig. 5.6 are in such poor 
agreem ent, it is impossible to say anything definite about the relative m erits of 
th e  theoretical calculations. However, it is noticeable th a t the Arenhovel cross 
section is in poorer agreement w ith the zero degree result of Hughes et a 1 th a n
th e  P artov i calculation.
P artic le  physics has shown th a t nucleons have a com plicated in ternal s tru c ­
tu re , w hich is exhibited in the form of excited nucleon states. These s ta tes  are 
called resonances or isobars[46], the excitation energies of these sta tes being in the  





Figure 5.4 C om putation by Arenhovel showing the  deu teron  photodisin tegration  
to ta l cross section, calculated using one and two-body effects (full line), Seigert 
approxim ation w ith (dash dot line) and w ithout (dash line) second order correc­
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F igure 5.5 A calculation by Arenhovel which includes explicit M EC  effects 
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Figure 5.6 Com parison of the classical calculation (Partovi - dashed line) and  
a  calculation which explicitly includes meson effects (Arenhovel - solid line) , for 
th e  differential cross section a t 100 MeV. The experim ental d a ta  of H ughes[4] 
(open circle), Dougan[45] (star), Kose[44] (square) and  Whalin[36] (dot) are also 
shown.
s ta tes , in com parison with the rather weakly bound nucleons in the  deuteron , 
they  are usually neglected.
To investigate the validity of neglecting isobar effects, Arenhovel has per­
form ed calculations which show the effects of these isobar configurations (IC) 
on th e  deuteron photodisintegration differential cross section. Fig. 5.7 shows a 
com parison of the calculation in which meson effects are explicitly dealt w ith , 
and  a calculation which additionally includes the isobar effects: again the  pho ton  
energies are 80 and 110 MeV. We can see from Fig. 5.7 th a t there is a rise in the 
differential cross section due to the inclusion of the isobar configurations, and 
th a t  although small the effect is not negligible. Furtherm ore, the  0° cross section 
now differs from  the value obtained by Hughes by aproxim ately 30 % .
5.1 .3  R ela tiv is tic  Effects
T he preceding sections, have discussed the m ost im portan t term s in th e  transition  
am plitude for the photodisintegration of the deuteron. The large discrepancies 
of 30 % or more between the calculated and experim ental cross section a t 0° 
indicate th a t further refinements are required. A ttem pts have been m ade by 
Greben[47] to resolve the differences by modification of the nuclear po ten tials 
used. However, m inim al changes to the calculated cross sections were found in 
th e  in term ediate energy range.
All calculations discussed so far have been carried out w ithin a non-relativ istic 
fram ew ork and  only local contributions of the two-body current and charge densi-
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ties have been included. These shortcomings were circum vented in the  trea tm en t 
by P andey  and Rustigi[48] which includes relativistic corrections to the one-body 
charge density and the two-body current and charge density, w ith local and non­
local contributions. The calculation also takes into account the final s ta te  in­
te raction  between neutron and proton. However the only transitions considered 
were those induced by the multipoles E l, E2 and M2. In essence this was the  
calculation of Rustigi[49] some 20 years earlier, w ith the relativistic correction 
to  the  in teraction Ham iltonian being taken into account. In addition  to th is, 
calculations were performed for several well known nuclear potentials, to  observe 
variations between the various potentials. Interestingly, Pandey found th a t of 
the  nucleon - nucleon potentials considered, those of H am ada, Yale and Reid soft 
core, provided little differences to the differential cross section, confirm ing the  
findings of Greben[47].
T he calculation of Pandey and Rustigi at the photon energies of 80 and 110 
MeV, is shown in Fig. 5.8 . There are several distinct differences w ith  the  
previous theories considered, and a comparision of Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 shows th a t 
a  relativ istic trea tm en t affects not only the m agnitude of the cross section b u t 
also the  shape of the angular distribution.
Calculations in a relativistic framework are also being perform ed by Cambi[50][51] 
w hich as yet are unpublished in complete detail, bu t show some differences from  
the  Pandey and Rustigi calculation, especially at forward and backw ard angles. 
W hen bo th  of these theories are compared to the 0° results of Hughes, the  values 
from  Pandey and Rustigi are too low, but the results of Cam bi provide b e tte r 
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Figure 5.7 Shows the effect of the addition of isobar configurations to  the  
differential cross section a t 80 and 110 MeV. The dot dash line is calcu la ted  
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F igure  5.8 T he calculation by Pandey and R ustigi w hich includes relativistic 
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Figure 5.9 T he com parison of the calculations by Pandey and  R ustig i, and  
C am bi a t 100 M eV, w ith  the experim ental d a ta  of Hughes[4] (open circle), 
Dougan[45] (dot) and  De Sanctis[52] (no symbol).
tions a t 100 MeV with the experim ental da ta  of Hughes[4], Dougan[45] and  De 
Sanctis[52].
T he preceding sections have briefly described some of th e  m ajor theoretical 
trea tm en ts  of deuteron photodisintegration. Fig. 5.10 shows the calculations of 
P andey  and Rustigi, Arenhovel and Partovi at 100 MeV photon energy. T here are 
differences in the shape and in the m agnitude of the cross section between these 
theories. However, the general poor quality of the available experim ental d a ta  
has m ade it impossible to  identify which theory provides the best explanation of 
deuteron  photodisintegration in the interm ediate energy range.
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Figure 5.10 Com parison of the calculations considered in th is section a t 100 
MeV; Pandey  and Rustigi[48] calculation with relativistic corrections (solid line), 
Arenhovel[42] M EC +  IC calculation (dashed line) and the classical calcu la tion  
of Partovi[3l] (dot dash line).
5 .2  C om p arison  o f th e  p resen t m ea su rem en t w ith  
p rev io u s ex p er im en ta l d a ta
As has been previously indicated many experim ents have been perform ed on the  
photodisin tegration  of the deuteron, since the first observation of the process in 
1934[53]. M ost of these experiments have been conducted w ith incident pho ton  
energies of 80 MeV or less. However in the interm ediate energy range of 80 
M eV to  the pion threshold, large discrepancies of upto  40 % exist am ong the 
d a ta . T he discrepancies arise from difficulties incurred using deuteron ta rge ts , 
and  the  problem s associated w ith obtaining absolute values of detector efficien­
cies and knowing the absolute value of the incident photon flux. P robab ly  the 
m ost im portan t of these factors is the determ ination of the photon  flux, as it is 
unlikely the other factors should produce sufficiently large effects to  account for 
the  large discrepancies found. Consideration of these factors leads one to  divide 
the  available da ta  into two distinct groups; those experim ents which rely upon 
a knowledge of the incident photon flux, as described by theoretical calculations 
of the  brem sstrahlung spectrum , to calculate the cross section, and  those exper­
im ents which determ ine the photon flux directly or dispense w ith  the need to  
know the  m agnitude of the incident flux.
E xperim ental da ta  produced in the 1950’s and 1960’s in the in term ediate en­
ergy range were accum ulated using a wide variety of experim ental techniques. 
W halin a t Illinois[36] employed a 300 MeV beta tron  to produce high energy pho­
tons which were then incident on a liquid deuterium  targe t, detection of the 
resu ltan t photoprotons being performed using nuclear emulsions. Aleksandrov
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from  the  Lebdev in stitu te [37], used a 265 MeV synchrotron to  enable the  p ro ­
duction of a brem sstrahlung beam  directed at a heavy w ater ta rge t. D etection 
of th e  outgoing protons was accomplished using shielded proportional counters.
Figs. 5.11 (a) and (b) show examples of da ta  which rely on b rem sstrah lung  
form ulae for evaluation of the cross section, at the incident photon  energies of 
100 and 120 MeV respectively. Although the angular d istribution  could be said 
to  show broadly the same shape, the absolute values of the cross section show a 
considerable spread, which is outw ith the experim ental errors quoted. The con­
clusion m ust be th a t the reason for such a variation is due to  a lack of knowledge 
of the  incident photon flux.
M ore recently experiments have been performed which do not depend upon 
any absolute knowledge of the brem sstrahlung cross section. These are experi­
m ents which employ quasi monoenergetic photon sources, such as those produced 
by tagging  techniques, or avoid requiring a knowledge of the incident photon  
flux such as in comparison techniques. Figs. 5.12 (a) and (b) show experim ental 
d a ta  produced from experiments which employ these m ethods, as well as results 
from  the  present experim ent, again at the photon energies of 100 and 120 MeV. 
A lthough few experim ents of this type have as yet been perform ed the  d a ta  agree 
w ith in  the  quoted errors.
From  these comparisons we can conclude th a t at present experim ents which 
are not dependent on brem sstrahlung calculations, have a greater level of agree­
m ent th an  those which are dependent upon brem sstrahlung calculations. A re­
cent review of deuteron photodisintegration experim ents by Sanzone[40] high­
lighted the dangers of relying on brem sstrahlung calculations. She concluded
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F igure 5.11 D euteron photodisin tegration da ta  produced using brem sstrah lung  
form ulae to  determ ine the photon flux; Keck[35] (square), Whalin(36] (dot), 
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Figure 5.12 D euteron photodisintegration d a ta  produced using m ethods no t 
dependen t of brem sstrah lung calculations; Hughes[4] (open circle), Meyer[54] 
(do t), De Sanctis[52] (no symbol) and the d a ta  from this experim ent (cross), (a) 
a t 100 M eV (b) a t 120 MeV
th a t  the  brem sstrah lung  spectrum  varies rapidly w ith  the  photon  em ission angle 
a t forw ard angles, and th a t calculations using the various formulae[3] produce 
brem sstrah lung  yields which can differ by as much as 10 to 20 % . Consequently 
a t present tagging techniques offer the most reliable approach for m easuring 
photo-induced cross sections.
In th e  present experim ent the d a ta  were accum ulated sim ultaneously over a 
large range of incident photon energies and photopro ton  em ission angles, w hich 
not only reduced the runtim es, bu t also m eant th a t angle to angle and  energy to  
energy norm alisations were avoided. Since this was the first m easurem ent carried  
ou t using the  M ainz tagging system , the uncertain ty  in the tagging  efficiency of 
th e  spectrom eter was around 10 % . More recent m easurem ents of the  efficiency 
show th a t it can be determ ined to approxim ately 1 % , b u t even w ith  an  un ­
certa in ty  of 10 % the present m easurem ent represents a significant im provem ent 
over previous m easurem ents.
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5 .3  C o m p a riso n  o f  th e  p resen t m e a su r e m e n t w ith  
T h eo ry
In th is section, several of the theoretical calculations discussed will be com pared 
w ith  the  results presented in this thesis. The theoretical calculations cover m any 
aspects of the  processes which describe the photodisin tegration  of the  deuteron , 
nam ely;
•  the  effects of purely electrom agnetic transitions.
•  final s ta te  interactions.
•  m eson exchange effects.
• isobar configurations.
• relativistic effects.
T he previous section highlighted the differences in the reported  experim en­
ta l resu lts, and showed th a t the differences in the older d a ta  are ou tw ith  the  
experim ental errors quoted. Theoretically, although the general features of the  
differential cross section can be described, the inclusion of the refinem ents listed 
above has lead to a divergence of calculated values sim ilar in ex tent to  those 
produced by experim ent.
T he calculation of Partovi[31] is shown in Fig. 5.13 (a) to  (f), a t the  pho ton  
energies of the presented da ta  87, 95, 104, 113, 122 and 128 MeV. Here, the re  is 
no consistent agreem ent between theory and the results of this thesis, w ith  the  
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5.13 A com parison of th e  presented d a ta  a t (a) 87 MeV, (b) 95 M eV 
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re 5.13 A com parison of the presented da ta  a t (d) 113 MeV, (e) 122 M eV 
128 M eV w ith  the  theoretical calculation by Partovi[3l].
is broadly  sim ilar, bu t does not lie w ithin the experim ental errors. However the 
im portance of meson exchange effects on the cross section is confirm ed as the 
theory  is of the same m agnitude as the data.
Figs. 5.14 (a) to (c) show the calculation of Arenhovel which takes all con­
tribu tions of meson exchange into account, com pared w ith the presented d a ta  
a t pho ton  energies of 90, 100 and 110 MeV. The results of this experim ent are 
in general agreem ent with the calculation. W hen contributions due to isobar 
configurations are included shown in Figs. 5.15 (a) to (c), the m agnitude of the 
differential cross section is again increased, and the shape of the  cross section 
modified. This results in the experim ental points lying ju st below the calculation.
T he recent calculation by Pandey and Rustigi produces values substan tially  
different from  the experim ental results presented. The theoretical calculations 
are com pared w ith the present da ta  at the energies of 87, 95, 104 and  113 MeV, 
and  are shown in Figs. 5.16 (a) to (d). At energies below 100 MeV, the theory  
shows a sharp  rise in the cross section reaching a m axim a a t around 75 °, a 
featu re no t evident in the data. At higher photon energies the  calculation is too 
low, lying well below the data.
Of the  theoretical calculations which are presented, the Arenhovel calculation 
which includes explicit meson exchange effects bu t not isobar excitation seems 
to  give the  best agreem ent w ith the existing data. It should be noted however, 
th a t the  calculations of Arenhovel do not include relativistic corrections to  the 
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Figure 5.14 A com parison of the presented d a ta  a t (a) 90 MeV, (b) 100 M eV 
and  (c) 110 M eV w ith the theoretical calculation by Arenhovel[42], which takes 
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re 5.15 A com parison of the presented d a ta  a t (a) 90 MeV, (b) 100 
d (c) 110 MeV w ith the theoretical calculation by Arenhovel[43], which 
;ion to including all contributions of meson exchange effects, includes 
itions to the cross section a ttribu tab le  to  isobar configurations.
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Figure 5.16 A com parison of the presented d a ta  a t (a) 87 MeV and  (b) 95 
M eV, w ith  the theoretical calculation by Pandey and  Rustigi[48], which includes 
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Figure 5.16 A com parison of the presented d a ta  a t (c) 104 MeV and (d) 113 
M eV, w ith  the theoretical calculation by Pandey and Rustigi[48], w hich includes 
relativ istic  corrections to the  interaction H am iltonian.
C hapter 6
C onclusions
6 ,1  A ssessm en t o f th e  T agged  P h o to n  S p e c tr o m ­
eter
T he experim ent described in this thesis was the first carried out using the M ainz 
m icro tron  tagged photon spectrom eter. The experim ental results produced are 
in general agreem ent w ith previously produced experim ental data , which employ 
th e  technique of using tagged photons. The new data  provide an im provem ent 
on these results, since it covers a wider range in photon energies and a greater 
angular range. The system atic errors produced in the da ta  are largely due to  
th e  uncertain ty  of the tagging efficiency during the taking of the d a ta  and in 
the  sub traction  of the carbon background in the C D 2 ta rget. However, w ith 
a refinem ent of this technique, a considerably more accurate m easurem ent of 
the  photodisin tegration angular distribution is possible using the experim ental 
analysis m ethod described in this thesis.
In th is regard there are several areas which may be highlighted. The key to 
the  use of the spectrom eter is in the stability of the tagging efficiency and in the 
reduction  of background activity, to ensure a good real event to random  event
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ratio . Tagging efficiency can be controlled and optimised by accurate alignm ent 
of the  m icrotron beam. Recent experim entation at the facility has shown th a t 
a- lagging- efficiency w ith a stability of better th a t 1 % is now possible. The 
reduction  of the large electron induced background in the pro ton  detector, can 
be achieved by the inclusion of more extensive shielding, by using a separate  A E 
detecto r close to  the target, or by employing the hardw are electron reject circuit 
of the  p ro ton  detector to greater effect.
6 .2  T h e  p resen t D ( ^ ^ p )  n  M ea su rem en t
In th e  present experim ent some 25 hours of C D 2 d a ta  and 4 hours of carbon 
d a ta  were taken. The carbon photodisintegration da ta  had a significant electron 
background, which resulted in poor statistics for the carbon background events 
under the  deuteron ridge and with hindsight it is clear th a t the m easurem ent 
w ould have benefitted from more carbon data. However, it m ust be em phasised 
th a t the  present experim ent was not only the first m easurem ent perform ed using 
a com pletely new experim ental faclity, bu t th a t the analysis of the d a ta  also 
required  development of new techniques.
Theoretically one definite conclusion can be made; theories which do not 
include meson exchange effects are incomplete. The theoretical approach of 
Arenhovel which includes all explicit meson effect contributions to the cross sec­
tion, gives the best agreement w ith the present da ta  in the in term ediate energy 
range w ith in  the angular constraints of the experim ent. However, this theory  is
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in itself incomplete. Theories which attem pt to provide a more com prehensive 
description of the deuteron photodisintegration process, such as those produced 
by Cam bi, and Pandey and Rustigi, are not in agreement w ith the curren t d a ta  
or indeed the d a ta  produced by other experim entalists. The curren t s ta tu s of our 
theoretical understanding of the photodisintegration of the deuteron is clearly not 
satisfactory  and until it is possible to include all of the m ajor electrom agnetic 
transitions, meson exchange effects, isobar configurations and relativistic effects, 
in the  sam e calculation the situation is likely to rem ain confused.
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6 .3  F u tu re  W ork
The conclusions of this thesis indicate th a t at present no one theoretical ap­
proach explains the deuteron differential cross section in the interm ediate energy 
range. In the past much of the uncertainty derived from large variations in the 
experim ental m easurem ent of this quantity. The tagged photon spectrom eter 
developed by the universities of Glasgow, Edinburgh and M ainz as a facility to be 
used w ith  the 180 MeV Mainz microtron, has shown th a t it has the capabilities to 
produce m easurem ents of the differential cross section of the photodisin tegration 
of th e  deuteron over a wide range of proton emisson angles and incident pho­
ton  energies, and to do this to an accuracy of better than  5% . M easurem ents 
of th is precision and reliability are needed to clarify which theoretical approach 
provides the best explanation of the reaction. Perhaps however, the m ost excit­
ing developm ent will be to exploit the ability of the tagged photon spectrom eter 
to  produce linearly polarised tagged photons. Polarisation of the photon  probe 
allows the experim entalist to examine the individual com ponents which together 
produce the  reaction am plitude describing the differential cross section.
In order to  make a polarised beam available, since the spectrom eter m agnet 
system  was designed w ith this feature in mind, it will only be necessary to modify 
the  focal plane detection system to achieve this mode of operation. To operate 
in th is mode the focal plane detector will have to be able to make out of the 
m edian plane position measurements and thereby enable the emission angles of 
th e  brem sstrahlung scattered electrons from the target to be identified. In a way 
th is m ode of operation is already possible, by raising or lowering the entire focal
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plane detector, so th a t only electrons above or below the spectrom eter m edian 
plane are detected. This m ethod is possible if sufficient care is taken to  provide 
shielding for the photom ultipliers used in the focal plane detector, which will 
becom e exposed to the direct electron flux in the spectrom eter.
T he refinements suggested to the tagged photon spectrom eter will allow 
an accurate, detailed and comprehensive m easurem ent of the deuteron photo­
d isin tegration cross section in the interm ediate energy range. This will hopefully 
provide a reliable testbed for new theoretical approaches explaining deuteron 
photodisin tegration  and increase our understanding of this process.
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A p p en d ix  A
T he kinem atics of the photodisintegration of the deuteron are relatively sim ple, as 
th e re  are none of the complications involved when a residual nucleus is present. 
K inem atically  the break-up of the deuteron is overdeterm ined and when the 
reaction  is considered in the center of mass frame, determ inations of the  energy 
and  angle of the photoproducts are readily found.
In the lab fram e, shown in Fig. A .l, an incoming photon of m om entum  P 7 is 
seen to  produce a proton of mom entum  P p and a neutron of m om entum  P n . To 
transfo rm  to the center of mass frame, shown in Fig. A.2 we m ust first determ ine 
a velocity which when applied to the lab frame , would bring the to ta l m om entum  
to  zero. For convienience we pu t c =  h  =  1 . The velocity of a group ( or of a 
single particle ) can be shown to be,
So before the interaction,
V  =  P'< + P± 
+  Ed
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LAB FRAME Pjn Ev
Figure A .l T he kinem atics of the photodisintegration in the laboratory  frame.
CENTER OF MASS FRAME
Figure A.2 T he kinem atics of the photodisintegration in the center of mass 
frame.
However, the deuteron is to a good approximation at rest so,
P
v  =  zh__
E 1 +  E do
So we choose a velocity V in the z direction for the center of mass frame. 
Q uantities in the center of mass frame are denoted by a dash. Lorentz tran s­
form s of the  m om entum  four vectors, relating lab and center of mass frames are 
given by,
E' = 1 { E ± V P Z)
P'X = PX 
P y - P y  
p'z = ^ P *  ±  V E )
where 7  =  (1_ ^ yi72 •
In the  center of mass frame the to tal m om entum  is zero, so
p '  +  Pd' =  0 =  Pp' +  Pn
T he to ta l energy in the system, E tot , is given by
E tJ  = E 2 - P 2
so,
E tot2 =  2 E ^ E do -  E dt;
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Also we know th a t,
Etot — Ep +  En
and
En2' ~ Ep2' =  Pn2' +  En 2 -  Pp2' -  E p 2
using the  above relations the energy of the proton and the neutron  in the 
center of m ass, can be found in term s of the energy of the incoming photon and 
th e  constan ts of the particles. Giving the relations
EPo2 - E no2 +  EtJ P 1   p 0 -‘- 'n o  T  J^ to t
E '  “  2E J
and
Z7* 2 77* 2 i 77*Jg* _  &n0 — &Po +  &tot
2 E,Hot
for the  p ro ton  and neutron energies in the center of mass frame. The energy 
of th e  incoming photon is given by
P , ‘ = 1 (P1 +  VE->)
w hich reduces to
P 1 =  P  ( i  + ^ 1 )
1 e J
Using the Lorentz transform s and the above deduced equations, relations can 
be produced relating all center of mass quantities to lab frame quantities. The
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m ost im portan t of these in the context of this thesis is the conversion of lab
p ro ton  emission angles to  center of mass angles. So from Fig. A.2 we obtain  the
equations
9 9 1 2
Ppy =  sindp (Ep -  E Po2)
Pr,' =  eos9p'(E p'2 -  E Po2)112
Transform ing Ppz and Ppz into the center of mass fram e we have
P  = P  r py r py
Ppz = l ( P pz' + V E P')
So dividing we get
=  tane„
pz
S ubstitu ting  for Ppz and Ppz , and then simplifying we can obtain  the relation
sinOr E to t. a p Et+Ed,tanOp =
/> '  , E t E Vcosdp  H- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - “ - - - - - - - J /2
(Ey + E do)(Ep —E p o )
This equation reduces to  a quadratic equation in term s of cosQp , where the 
only unknown is the laboratory angle 6 .
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